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Questions�of�currency
So the gloves are now off.

Following UK chancellor
George Osborne’s

intervention on the question of
the future currency of an
independent Scotland (“e
pound: you’re not having it!”), it is
clear that the skirmishing in the
foothills of the referendum debate
has now finished and we have
entered a new phase. e phoney
war is over.

Of course, the currency
question is a major bone of
contention in the run-up to
September’s vote. David Cobham,
in a substantial article that cuts
through much of the obfuscation
on this issue, examines each of the
three major options that have
been considered by the Scottish
government, leading to the stated
preference for retaining the
pound. But, he argues, while this
may be the most sensible option, it
also reveals a tacit acknowledge -
ment of the degree to which the
Scottish economy is integrated
with that of the rest of the UK –
and the dangers of pulling them
apart.

Elsewhere we have an
appreciation of the work of one
Scotland’s great artists, John
Bellany, who died last year, not
long after a major retrospective of
his work at the National Gallery of
Scotland. Sandy Moffat and John

were pals at art school, a
friendship that endured and
informs Sandy’s assessment of
Bellany’s life and work. “at
Scottish painting has a continuous
and distinct identity as part of the
European tradition cannot be
doubted when face to face with a
gallery full of his paintings.”

We also have a slew of articles
on current issues like nuclear
power, gender equality, the
politics of disability, and we
welcome back Lesley Riddoch
with an extract from her latest
book.

On top of that are the regular
reviews, taking in Gavin
McCrone’s book on economics
and independence and Baz
Luhrmann’s take on e Great
Gatsby, plus Tim Haigh’s usual
mischief and e Hat on a visit to
Dumfries and Galloway.

anks as ever go to our
contributors.
Sean Feeny
Editor
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Eurig Scandrett

Sketches�from�a�small�world

Two events took place in Edinburgh over the
same weekend last autumn, the season
when most campaign groups seem to initiate
events and activists get exhausted by
organising and participating in them. In

Edinburgh’s World Justice Festival, Scottish Friends
of Bhopal addressed how to bring companies to
account for the damage that they cause in their
profit-seeking activities. Louise Taggart co-founded
Families Against Corporate Killers after her brother
was killed by his employer’s safety negligence. With
the Hazards campaign, the group lobbied for a
corporate manslaughter bill, which would have
threatened negligent company directors with
prison. The bill was derailed by corporate lobbyists
and the government’s deregulation agenda, so
consequently, British companies who kill remain the
“invisible man” when culpability is sought in legal
action.

Iain om from Friends of the Earth recounted the
campaign to make the publicly owned RBS
accountable for its environmentally destructive
investments in the Tar Sands extraction from
Canadian First Nation lands, including targeting the
AGM with counter-propaganda. Jeni Mackay from
Global Anti-Incinerator Alliance described how the
global privatisation of “waste management” is leading
to polluting incinerators by corporations, often
assisted by the so-called Clean Development
Mechanism designed under the Framework
Convention on Climate Change. She contrasted this
with organisations of waste pickers worldwide who
are initiating projects that are clean, sustainable and
improve the living and working conditions of this
vulnerable group of workers.

e largest scale corporate injustice must remain
Union Carbide and Dow following the Bhopal gas
disaster. Farah Khan was 10 years old in 1984, living
in Bhopal, far enough away from the insecticide
factory that leaked the toxic gas that killed
thousands. She spoke of encountering bodies lying in
the street on her way to school the following day and
how, as an adult she has supported the survivors’
tenacious, 29 year old campaign for accountability
from the companies responsible. Her husband, Tim
Edwards, who works with the Bhopal Medical
Appeal, analysed the corporate veil of the “reverse
triangular merger” of Union Carbide with Dow,
through which Dow has been able to benefit from
Union Carbide’s assets whilst distancing itself from
any legal accountability for its crimes. Survivors’

groups and international campaigners achieved a
public relations disaster for the company when it
sponsored the London Olympic games.

e tactics that companies use to avoid being
accountable for the damage they cause to people’s
lives are many and varied, and implicate
governments, regulatory agencies, domestic law and
international agreements. e deregulatory political
environment in the UK and globally facilitates this
lack of accountability and benefits corporations at the
expense of people and the environment. At the same
time, tactics of resistance range from organising
alternatives through legislative change, strikes and
stunts to direct action. Where some success has been
achieved – the legal demands on BP after the
Deepwater Horizon disaster, or the direct action to
stop Dow’s expansion in India – the pain has been felt
financially by the corporations.

Another approach to using corporate finance as a
political tool was discussed at a conference in
Edinburgh in October focusing on strategies to
promote divestment from Israel. In 2008, Palestinian
civil society called for global solidarity through
Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) to force
Israel to end the occupation, grant equal rights to
Palestinians in Israel and honour refugees’ right to
return. e conference, organised by Scottish
Palestine Solidarity Campaign, heard from Ingvild
Skogvold, Yafa Jarrar and Anna Baltzer about
divestment campaigns in Norway, Canada and the
USA. Whilst campaigns remain at an early stage,
there have been considerable victories. Norwegian
ethical trust managers have quietly started to
recognise that companies complicit in Israeli
apartheid carry financial risk. A number of
organisations with control of investment funds,
including several churches in the USA, have taken
principled positions in favour of divestment. At
Carleton University in Canada, where divestment
had been ignored by the governors, mobilisation and
direct action by students has raised the level of
political awareness and solidarity.

e divestment part of BDS is a challenge and
involves considerable research behind the scenes as
well as the mobilising and public campaigning that
activists are familiar with. However, the experience of
campaigners who are further down the line than we
are in Scotland cut through the obfuscation of the
financial industries, and showed how divestment
puts major pressure on Israel to end its illegal
colonisation of Palestine.

Divestment
puts major
pressure on
Israel to end
its illegal
colonisation
of Palestine

Eurig is an environmental activist and a
member of Democratic Left Scotland
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People and politics
In Scotland, as in the rest of Britain, there is widespread disillusionment with politics.
The mainstream parties have lost touch with ordinary people and issues are trivialised
and distorted by the media.

We are continually told that “there is no alternative” to global capitalism. Yet this is
doing untold damage to our environment, our communities and the quality of our
lives, while millions of people remain poor and powerless because the market
dominates our society and we do too little to protect and empower them.

Democratic Left Scotland is a non-party political organisation that works for
progressive social change through activity in civil society – in community groups,
social movements and single-issue campaigns – seeking at all times to promote
discussion and alliances across the lines of party, position and identity.

Political parties remain important, but they need to reconnect with the citizens they
claim to represent, reject the copycat politics that stifles genuine debate and recognise

that no single group or standpoint holds all the answers to
the problems facing our society.

We are trying to develop a new kind of politics, one that
starts from popular activity – in workplaces, localities and
voluntary associations – and builds bridges to the world of
parties and government, on the one hand, and the world
of ideas and culture, on the other.

What does Democratic Left add?
Our approach to politics is radical, feminist and green.

Radical because we are concerned with the underlying,
structural causes of problems such as poverty, inequality,
violence and pollution and aspire towards an inclusive,
more equal society in which everyone is supported and
encouraged to play a full part, within a more just and
sustainable world.

Feminist because we seek to abolish the unequal
division of wealth, work and power between men and
women and to promote a better understanding of the
intimate connections between personal life and politics.

Green because we believe that our present system of
economic organisation is socially and environmentally
destructive, and that a more balanced relationship
between human activity and nature will be better for us,
for our descendants and for the other animal species with
whom we share the planet.

Who can join Democratic Left
Scotland?
Membership is open to anyone who shares our general
outlook and commitments. Whilst many of our members
are involved in a range of political parties, others are not.

Democratic Left Scotland
na Deamocrataich Chli an Alba

Joining and supporting
Democratic Left Scotland
I support the aims and values of Democratic Left Scotland
and have decided to join and/or to support the
organisation. (Please tick as appropriate)

 � I wish to join Democratic Left Scotland

    Please indicate the level of annual membership you
wish to pay (from £5 unwaged to £60 high waged)

    � £5    � £12    � £24    � £36    � £48    � £60

 � I wish to support DLS’s campaigns

    Please indicate the amount you wish to donate

    � £5    � £10    � £15    � £20    � £25

    � Other £____________

    Please indicate if your donation is

    � monthly    � annual    � one-off

Payment

Payment for membership and/or support for our
campaigning work can be made either by cheque,
payable to Democratic Left Scotland, or banker’s order. If
neither method is suitable, please let our office know and
another arrangement can be made.

 � I enclose a cheque to the value of £____________

 � Please send me a banker’s order form

Name ............................................................................

Address .........................................................................

.............................................. Postcode .........................

Telephone ......................................................................

E-mail ............................................................................

Please return this form to Democratic Left Scotland,
10 Constitution Road, Dundee DD1 1LL                        
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expect a
money or cur-

rency arrange-
ment to provide.

e answer is three
things. First, it should

facilitate payments and therefore trans-
actions between buyers and sellers. In
particular, we need a way of settling
transactions “with finality” where one
party is not (well) known to the other so
they cannot rely on the return of favours
in the future, and so that transactions do
not require the cumbersome processes of
barter (where one party who wants to
swap A for B has to find another party
who wants to swap B for A). is is the
most basic function of money, one that
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Scotland’s�currency�and
the�case�for�independence

Should an independent Scotland keep
the pound sterling, adopt the euro or
issue its own currency? is article

reviews the main options, and argues that
the current Scottish government’s stated
preference makes sense but also reveals
an important truth about where the
debate on independence has ended up.

ThE OPTIONS
e options can be identified as follows:
1a Scotland agrees a currency or mone-

tary union with the rest of the UK
(rUK) under which Scotland
continues to use the pound
sterling and has some influ-
ence on the monetary policy
of the Bank of England (BoE).

1b In the absence of such an
agreement Scotland goes on
using sterling in much the same
way as Ecuador uses the US dollar,
that is, with no input into rUK’s mon-
etary policy.

2a Scotland adopts the euro through
the standard procedures for EU
member states to enter the European
Monetary Union (EMU).

2b Scotland moves to use the euro with-
out going through those procedures
or getting a seat on the Governing
Council of the European Central
Bank (ECB), just as Montenegro uses
the euro as its currency.

3 Scotland issues its own currency (call
it the Scottish merk), for which pur-
pose it sets up its own central bank
and establishes some monetary
policy framework. is could range
from:

3a a currency board in which the
Scottish merk is rigidly tied to ster-
ling or the euro; through

3b a fixed but adjustable parity with
sterling or the euro, or

3c some form of managed float of the
Scottish merk; to

3d a free float of the Scottish merk,
which could be under an inflation
targeting framework similar to that
which the BoE operates.

ANALyTICAL APPROAChES
Before we consider the details, advan-

tages and disadvantages of
these options we should

ask what we want and

any of the options identified above can be
assumed to fulfil.

Secondly, a currency arrangement
should enable the authorities to ensure
that prices remain stable without a high
cost in terms of unemployment, cyclical
fluctuations, poor economic growth and
so on. is is a more complicated issue,
and economists still argue about the best
“monetary policy framework” for this
purpose. In the last two decades the gen-
eral preference of economists and policy-
makers has been for (formal or informal)
“inflation targeting”, under which the
BoE, for example, has a publicly
announced numerical target for inflation

which it tries to hit by varying its
policy interest rate in response to its
own forecasts of future growth and
inflation. e main alternatives to
this are fixing the exchange rate

(giving priority to that over inflation
or anything else), or accepting that

monetary policy is concerned with more
than one thing (real economic activity,
maybe the exchange rate and/or house
prices, as well as price stability). While
debate continues here it is probably safe
to say that a number of different types of
currency arrangement/monetary policy
can be made to work reasonably efficient-
ly (so as to provide basic price stability,
for example), but in particular circum-
stances one may be “better” than others.

irdly, we might want a currency
arrangement to encourage rather than
discourage international trade and capi-
tal flows, since higher levels of the
former, at least, are likely to be associated
with higher real activity and growth.
ere has been a lot of theoretical and
empirical debate over what sort of cur-
rency arrangement is best here. e sim-

As the contest over an independent Scotland’s future
currency becomes ever more bitterly fought, David
Cobham identifies the available options and issues raised
by the Scottish Government’s stated preference
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plest summary is that fixed rather than
flexible exchange rates can make a posi-
tive contribution for developing coun-
tries, but it is less clear how much that
choice matters for developed countries;
on the other hand, currency unions do
seem to promote trade to a strong, even
surprising, extent.

OPTIMUM CURRENCy AREAS
e main analysis that economists use to
think about whether two countries
should share the same currency is what is
called “optimum currency area” theory,
which goes back in some form to the
early 1960s. For two countries to share a
currency means that there is no exchange
rate between them, changes in which
might have been useful to offset a shock
hitting one of the economies: for exam-
ple, a fall in demand for its export goods.
Broadly, the theory argues that the more
“integrated” in different ways two coun-
tries are, the lower the cost involved in
their sharing a common currency. e
degree of integration is understood in
terms of elements such as the importance
of the trade between the two, the extent
to which real wages in the two countries
move in line, the degree to which produc-
tive resources (particularly labour) are
mobile between them, the degree of fiscal
integration (whether there is a common
tax and/or social security system) and the
extent to which the two economies are
typically exposed to different or “asym-
metric” shocks. Such shocks could result
from differences in the structure of
output or a lack of correlation in business
cycles. ere could also be structural dif-
ferences that mean, for example, that the
two economies respond in different ways
to changes in interest rates, for example if
one country has a higher proportion of
variable rate mortgages, in which case
changes in interest rates have larger and
more immediate effects on household
budgets. ese arguments are essentially
about the costs of currency union, in the
form of the costs arising from the loss of
the national exchange rate: if labour is
less mobile and wages less flexible, asym-
metric demand shocks will lead to larger
fluctuations in national income, whereas
if the two countries are very open (have a
lot of trade between them) variations in
the exchange rate may not be very help-

ful; if countries’ business
cycles are not correlated one
will “need” higher interest
rates to counter a boom when the
other needs lower rates to offset a reces-
sion; and if interest rates have different
effects in different countries a common
interest rate under a monetary union will
induce divergent economic performance.

Given the recent talk of “social union”
it is interesting to note that an early
attempt (by Charles Goodhart, leading
UK monetary economist, in 1975) to syn-

“threshold” numbers, on
one side of which union is

appropriate and on the other
side of which it is not. And it

should not be assumed, especially in the
light of the UK’s experience (which
includes, for example, a large and sus-
tained overvaluation of sterling from
1997 to 2007), that a flexible exchange
rate will always adjust in a useful way; if it
does not, then the cost of losing it may be
small or even negative.

Lessons from the eurozone
ere are two further issues which have
been given added weight by the recent
eurozone crisis. One is that the possible
implications of fiscal policy for monetary
policy are such that any future currency
union is likely to be accompanied by sig-
nificant limits on a country’s ability to
run large budget deficits; thus member-
ship of a currency union involves impor-
tant additional constraints. e second is
that after a decade and a half of consis-
tent low inflation growth, which led
many economists and others to think
that we had solved the problems of macro
stability, the crisis has brought attention
back to the role of central banks as
lenders of last resort, that is, institutions
that lend to banks who are in trouble and
cannot get funds from elsewhere. Central
banks can do this because they have the
ability to “create” money, but their inter-
ventions have to be underpinned by their
governments’ ability to raise taxes. e
eurozone crisis has made clear that an
individual member of a currency union
does not have its own central bank capa-
ble of fulfilling this function, so more
complex arrangements are necessary to
deal with financial crises. Membership of
a currency union therefore involves at the
very least potential difficulties in dealing
with financial crisis.

Benefits of monetary union
Along with the costs, we also need to
consider the possible benefits of mone-
tary union. e first and most important
is that a common currency encourages
trade and investment flows, because it
eliminates the exchange rate uncertainty
and risk involved, and there are no longer
transactions costs (commissions,
spreads) in changing currencies. A

For�two�countries�to�share�a
currency�means�that�there�is�no
exchange�rate�between�them,
changes�in�which�might�have
been�useful�to�offset�a�shock
hitting�one�of�the�economies

thesise the discussion focused on “social
unity”: a higher degree of social unity
between two countries would facilitate
fiscal transfers to soften a recession in
one country (arising from an asymmetric
shock of some kind) when there was no
recession in the other, and would make it
more likely that if the exchange rate was
changed, money wages as well as prices
would adjust so that real wages would not
diverge, in which case there would be less
loss from abandoning the exchange rate.

In the earlier debate there was also a
focus on the apparent differences
between countries in terms of their “pref-
erences” for inflation and unemployment
(the view that the UK, France and Italy
might be more concerned about unem-
ployment, and Germany more about
inflation) but this has largely disap-
peared, because it is no longer thought
that we can get less of one in the long run
by accepting more of the other. On the
other hand, there is no doubt that differ-
ences in inflation rates between eurozone
countries related to other factors (such as
wage growth, given that interest rates are
equalised within the monetary union)
have led to adverse trends in competi-
tiveness for some which have been an
important factor in the eurozone crisis.

However, for the various optimum
currency area “criteria” put forward it is
not possible to identify a priori clear

£1



monetary policy decisions would be
made in response to conditions in the
“sterling zone” (rUK + Scotland), which
means that they will still be dominated by
conditions in rUK. ere would be some
agreed fiscal constraints, which might
not be problematic in good times (they
would focus on government debt and
deficits, rather than on the levels of
public expenditure or taxes) but could be
so in another crisis. And financial regula-
tion and crisis management (including
lender of last resort operations) would be
undertaken from London – which would
require difficult negotiations both in
advance and in a crisis on the contribu-
tions of rUK and Scottish taxpayers to any
bailout of a Scottish-based banking
group.

1b Sterlingisation
It might instead be possible for Scotland
simply to go on using sterling without
any formal agreement. is might be

opposed by the rUK government
and the Bank of England, just as

the German government and
Bundesbank tried to dis-
courage other countries
from using the
deutschemark before EMU,

but it would be technically
difficult to prevent it in a

modern open economy. is
option would carry the same advantages
as 1a in terms of its effects on trade and
investment, but it would obviously leave
the Scottish economy more exposed to
shocks to the financial system (since pre-
sumably in this case the Bank of England
would not be committed to acting as a
lender of last resort for Scottish-based
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second benefit, which could be impor-
tant in some situations, is that a mone-
tary union might provide a better
monetary policy framework than a coun-
try could run on its own: for example, it is
arguable that in the 1980s the UK would
have benefited on this measure from a
union with Germany with its more inde-
pendent and more inflation-averse cen-
tral bank, but this is less clear now. A
third sort of benefit is the resource sav-
ings which might accrue from the cen-
tralisation of monetary policy: less
foreign exchange reserves required in
total, fewer central bankers, less central
bank real estate. A fourth possible benefit
is a cut in prices as the result of an
increase in price competition arising
from the greater ease of price compar-
isons. For a currency union these benefits
have to be set against the costs of losing
the national exchange rate as a possible
instrument or as an automatic adjust-
ment mechanism. On the other hand, for
the introduction of a new currency we
need to run the analysis the other way
round: the benefits of gaining a possible
instrument or automatic adjustment
mechanism in the form of the exchange
rate, against the costs of higher exchange
rate uncertainty, higher transactions
costs, a possibly less efficient monetary
policy, and so on.

ASSESSING ThE OPTIONS
1a Sterling in a formal currency union
ere would be obvious advantages for
Scotland from keeping the pound ster-
ling, and doing so within a formal mone-
tary union with rUK. Over the last
decade Scottish exports to rUK
have been around 40–45% of
output, while those to the
rest of the EU and the rest of
the world have each been
around 10–15%, and the
imbalance on the import side
is even larger. So keeping ster-
ling would favour a larger part of
Scottish economic activity. In addition,
this would avoid the additional transac-
tions costs involved in the introduction
and use of a new currency. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that the Scottish gov-
ernment has accepted the
recommendations of its Fiscal
Commission Working Group that

Scotland should go on using sterling, but
within the framework of an agreed mon-
etary union in which Scotland would
have some input into the remit of and
appointments to crucial decision-making
bodies. However, under this arrangement

banks), and it does not look like “inde-
pendence”.

2a Membership of the eurozone
Under this option the Scottish govern-
ment would – through what is likely to be
a long and difficult set of negotiations –
adopt the euro as its currency. ere are
well-known issues around Scotland’s
membership of the European Union,
which will not be discussed here, but the
issues involved in adopting the euro are
even more complex. In principle a new
EU member has to sign up to adopting
the euro when the conditions are met,
and it now seems clear that Scotland
would be classed as a new member. And
in principle a new member has to sta-
bilise its currency against the euro within
the Exchange Rate Mechanism for two
years before entry into the currency
union, which would seem to require that
Scotland introduces its own currency for
a strictly limited period, with all the costs
that would involve. But it is far from obvi-
ous that it would be desirable for
Scotland to adopt the euro anyway: the
amount of its trade with the eurozone is
well below its trade with rUK (and these
shares are unlikely to change dramatical-
ly in the near future), there is far more
labour mobility between Scotland and
rUK than between Scotland and the euro-
zone, and so on. In addition, membership
of the eurozone would impose at least as
tight fiscal constraints as membership of
a sterling zone, and the arrangements for
financial regulation and crisis manage-
ment would be at least as complex and
costly.

2b Euroisation
is option, the adoption of the euro
without a formal entry into the euro-
zone’s institutional arrangements, holds
similar disadvantages to those of option
2a, probably with no formal fiscal con-
straints but at least the same informal
ones, and with even larger problems in
financial regulation and crisis manage-
ment. But it is also unlikely to be imple-
mented: it would depend on Scottish
people willingly moving to use the euro
rather than sterling even though there is
no government involvement in the oper-
ation of the eurozone – they could not be
compelled to use the euro in a modern

€1

There�would�be�some�agreed
fiscal�constraints,�which�might
not�be�problematic�in�good
times�but�could�be�so�in
another crisis
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open market economy – and, given the
trade shares, it is hard to see why they
would switch from sterling to the euro
(because of the so-called “network exter-
nalities” involved, which means that one
person’s choice of currency depends on
the choices made by the people with
whom she is dealing, and this induces an
inertia).

3 A Scottish merk
e basic advantage of establishing a new
currency is the flexibility this would give:
the currency could be fixed more or less
rigidly to sterling or the euro (or some
other currency or even a basket of cur-
rencies), or allowed to float within some
limits, or allowed to float freely. ere are
obvious costs, both transitional (e.g.
introducing new coins and notes, setting
up a central bank to manage the curren-
cy) and continuing (operating the new
central bank), and insofar as currency
union offers advantages discussed above
these would have to be forgone. ere are
also serious questions about what mone-
tary policy framework a Scottish govern-
ment and central bank would choose, and
in the initial period it might be necessary
to run a relatively tight policy to establish
credibility with the financial markets and
the public. It is also not obvious that
people would switch immediately to a
new currency, as they might prefer to

continue to use the existing currency,
sterling, instead, and it would not be pos-
sible to enforce a switch.

SOME CONCLUSIONS
It is straightforward to argue
that option 1a, a negotiated
monetary union with rUK,
would probably be prefer-
able to any of the other
options considered here for a
newly independent Scotland.
e Fiscal Commission Working
Group talks up the scope for independent
fiscal policy under this option and plays
down the fiscal constraints likely to be
involved, but does not discuss issues of
financial regulation of crisis management
in enough detail to reveal the problems
there.

However, the Scottish government’s
acceptance of this option looks like a
belated recognition of the extent to
which the Scottish and rUK economies
are integrated and the dangers and costs
of pulling them apart – if there is a real
“social union” between Scotland and rUK
(and there surely is, once rUK is thought
of in terms of all its regions and not just
the “Home Counties”), then that is a
strong argument for currency union.
With respect to independence, however,
the proposals for Scottish input into the
key appointments (Monetary and

Financial Policy Committees), remit and
objectives of the Bank of England provide
no more than a fig leaf for the SNP’s

retreat (from its historical argu-
ments first for a Scottish cur-

rency and then for the euro):
monetary policy will be set
on the basis of economic
conditions in the sterling
zone as a whole and Scottish

appointment of one member
of the Monetary Policy

Committee, or a Scottish contri-
bution to other appointments, is unlikely
to make a significant difference to the
decisions taken.

And of course there is another alterna-
tive: a reorganisation of the UK along gen-
uinely federal lines, which would
decentralise power to all regions of the
UK, give each of them at least as much
autonomy in terms of taxation and public
expenditure as the Scotland Act 2012
gives Scotland, but retain the currency
union in the light of the real social unity
which exists between the regions.

n David Cobham is professor of econom-
ics at Heriot-Watt University and a spe-
cialist in monetary policy, in the UK and
elsewhere. He recently co-edited an issue
of the Oxford Review of Economic Policy
on the economic record of the 1997–2010
Labour government.
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Climate change: the nuclear option

Nuclear�power:�no�errors�allowed

There is a deafening clash between the politics of con-
stant, unspecified economic growth for profit and accu-
mulation and the need to sustain a healthy planet which
can provide what is necessary for a decent meaningful
life for those who inhabit her.

Having to deal with multiple day-to-day social and economic
problems created by neo-liberalism leaves us with less time to
consider the overarching major problems arising from its
destructive pollution that is fuelling climate change and diseases
from occupational and environmental chemical and physical
toxins, a major component of which is from the use of nuclear
power. Because many politicians and some environmentalists
argue for nuclear power as a solution to climate change, the
dangers inherent in its use need to be aired again.

We now not only have to reduce current greenhouse gas
emissions, but reduce what is already in the atmosphere to a
level which will mitigate the risk of catastrophic climate events,
while developing non- or less polluting sources of energy within
more equitable and just societies. While such solutions are
within our capabilities, even existing radioactive contamination
will be with us for 10,000 generations.

In our efforts to devise a better political system, we have to
start from what exists – a planet so heavily polluted that all life
is under threat. As Ian Bell asked in the Herald, what is the use
of longevity if one in two of us will get cancer by 2020.

Even long before the Manhattan Project, the dangers to
health from radioactivity were known. It is significant that
almost all those who were the best and most illustrious of the
world’s radiation physics and biology experts, including
Einstein, Rotblat, Gofman, Sternglass and Oppenheimer came
to oppose the use of nuclear technology.

Maybe it is time to revisit what some of them – the world’s
leading nuclear experts – have said, for example:

Albert Einstein: “e unleashed power of the atom has
changed everything save our modes of thinking and we thus
drift toward unparalleled catastrophe.”

John Gofman: “Licensing a nuclear power plant is, in my view,
licensing random premeditated murder … the evidence on radi-
ation producing cancer is beyond doubt. I've worked fifteen
years on it … radiation produces cancer, and the evidence is
good all the way down to the lowest doses.”

NUCLEAR POwER PLANTS (NPPs)
Nuclear reactors were primarily constructed to provide fissile
material for the military. at link remains.

We don’t need to wait for the next disaster to become con-
cerned about nuclear power. All NPPs and other establishments
using nuclear technology are allowed to release a “permitted”

level of radioactivity to air and water. NPPs can use up to 20–30
million gallons of water each day. e amount of radioactivity
released must be reported by the operators (it is self reporting)
and is overseen in Scotland, and the total amount and nature of
radioactivity is published in some detail, by SEPA at
http://www.sepa.org.uk/air/process_industry_regulation/
pollutant_release_inventory.aspx

Currently there are 437 nuclear power plants operating in 31
countries and 68 in 15 countries under construction. ere are
16 operating in the UK. In addition, 56 countries operate 240
research reactors and 150 ships and submarines are powered by
nuclear reactors.

e major accidents at Windscale, ree Mile Island,
Chernobyl and Fukushima are well known. Less well know is the
contamination, worse than from Chernobyl, at the Mayak reac-
tor and the Techa river near Chelyabinsk, and many less severe,
but cumulatively disastrous, incidents. Between 1957 and 2011
there were over 9000 incidents recorded with fatalities (total 27)
and more than $100 million in property damage.

Major incidents have occurred at approximately one in 25
years. Amory Lovins, physicist and environmental scien-
tist, calculated the worst case scenario: if the world

decided to abandon all fossil fuels and replace with the equiva-
lent energy from nuclear, we would need 11,000 nuclear power
plants. On current evidence this could put us at risk of 3–4
major accidents per year (or pro rata).

World electricity production in 2010 from nuclear was 13.5%,
energy production 5.2%. From this we have already experienced
unacceptable levels of radioactive contamination.

In Scotland 63 sites, including power plants, research insti-
tutes and medical establishments, are legally emitting radioac-
tive particles to the air and 37 of them also emitting to water,
(2011 figures), as a result of their day-to-day working. e high-
est emissions are from operating power plants. It is a sobering
thought that these emissions have been going on over the life-
time of these institutions – a very considerable cumulative total.
It confirms Albert Einstein’s and John Gofman’s concern.

ECONOMIC COSTS
For all energy production costs we need to include construction,
operating, insurance and accidents. For nuclear, add disposal of
highly radioactive spent fuel and decommissioning, remember-
ing that NPPs have a limited life span of about 20 years.

Just looking at a few of the costs should make the nuclear
option totally dead in the water.

Between 2000 and 2013 the cost of uranium has increased
six fold.

e nuclear option is being advocated by some as a
solution to the problem of climate change but, argues
Morag Parnell, the potential cost to humanity is too high
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NUCLEAR ThIRD PARTy LIAbILITy COMPENSATION
e UK is a party to the Paris Convention on Nuclear ird
Party Liability and Brussels Supplementary Convention.

Some figures from this agreement are illuminating: In Europe
the insured operator is liable for $700 million; each installation
state for $500 million; a collective contribution from states (to
cover cross border contamination) for $300 million. Total
$1,500 million = $1.5 billion.

is is unrealistic:
l e International Atomic Energy Authority (IAEA) esti-

mates the decommissioning cost of each reactor, excluding
removal of radioactive waste, at $250–500 million.

l Brookhaven National Laboratory estimated a major nuclear
accident to cost $566 billion.

l Chernobyl has so far cost $6,700 billion.
l one estimate for Fukushima, so far, is $250 billion.
l damage in Ukraine and Belarus, so far estimated at $566 bil-

lion.
l 9/11 has cost the US $20.7 billion.
In the case of an accident who pays the shortfall?

hUMAN COSTS
To assess the true cost of any operation we need to include its
full cycle. e mining of uranium and its processing and trans-
port take a huge toll on human health and lives and make a sig-
nificant contribution to carbon emissions.

However worrying the economic costs, the health effects on
affected populations are infinitely more so and will continue for
many thousands of years. How do we cost that?

If we wish to understand the true dangers of radiation expo-
sures it is necessary to bear in mind a number of less well publi-
cised items:
l e World Health Organisation (WHO), a body set up to

monitor, promote and protect world health, agreed in 1959
with the International Atomic Energy Authority (IAEA), a
body set up to promote the “peaceful uses of nuclear
power”, that neither would publish data without consulta-
tion and agreement between them. It still stands. If you are
interested to know the real data on radiation and health,
remember that the IAEA could have a virtual veto on what
and how you will be told. Hence the need for independent
research and reporting.

l ere is a difference between deaths and radiation sickness
from initial exposures and the long term effects resulting in
cancers and reproductive damage for which there can be a
latency period of many years. Effects can be transmitted to
following generations.

l There is considerable difference between external and
internal body sources of radiation. Gamma, and X-ray
radiation passes through the body quickly, reaching many
tissues on the way. Beta is slower and penetrates less
deeply. Alpha radiation doesn’t penetrate the skin, but
when alpha particles are ingested or inhaled they locate
within the body and create a local source of high radiation
to surrounding tissues for prolonged periods. Many stud-
ies, from Hiroshima onwards, have neglected alpha
 radiation.

l e effect of low dose exposure: it has been recognised by
the majority of the scientific community for many years that
there is no threshold dose of radiation. is was firmly
established in 1990 in BEIR VII (the 7th report on the
Biological Effects of Ionising Radiation), by a body set up by
representatives from National Science Academies. Any
level of radioactivity can cause damage. It is established that
there is no cut-off point, no threshold for no effect. e risk
may be very small but it does not disappear. at doesn’t
mean inevitability of illness. If it did, not many of us would
survive. Many factors are responsible for causing or avert-
ing any illness, so there is considerable randomness about
the result. Of course, the risk increases with the dose. If the
risk to an individual from low dose exposure is 1 in a 1000,
it may be acceptable to that individual when weighed
against a potential benefit. In a population of 60 million it is
a public health problem. Do the maths! Low dose risk also
applies to background radon gas and cosmic radiation.

l Regulators and legislators still calculate “tolerable”, “permis-
sible”, levels of radiation exposures, as well as for other
toxins, for the “average” worker and member of the public.
e conventional model for such calculations is the healthy
young white adult male. Interesting is that these permitted
levels vary considerably for different categories of people,
e.g. workers, visitors, trainees at NPPs and for the general
public. is difference is much greater than would be
derived from considering that women have been found to
be 40% more radiosensitive than men, children three to four
times more than adults and little girls twice as much as little
boys. e most vulnerable of all is the foetus. People with
other sensitivities or illnesses and the aged are also not con-
sidered.

l is is clearly a cost/benefit analysis, between the estimated
damage to human beings and the economic or any other
estimated benefit. How much is “tolerable”? And who
decides?

l I suggest that there is no average person, no average dose,
no average place, nor average conditions to allow an average
tolerable calculation.

l Most studies record effects of a single nucleotide, e.g.
radioactive iodine, caesium, strontium, but many
nucleotides are released and are added to a multitude of
other factors affecting a person’s health.

l Not only cancers result but any body system can be affected
by radiation resulting in many diseases.

LESSONS FROM ChERNObyL
Cases of cancer have been estimated by WHO and the United
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic
Radiation, UNSCEAR, and other Western-based researchers at
about 9000.

However, the rise in the incidence of many diseases was ably
and vividly shown in the report Chernobyl, Consequences of the
Catastrophe for People and the Environment by the Russian sci-
entists Yablokov, Nesterenko and Nesterenko, originally pub-
lished by the New York Academy of Sciences in 2009. is study
led to an estimate of expected deaths from all causes of 985,000

Climate change: the nuclear option
“It�has�been�recognised�by�the�majority�of�the

scientific�community�for�many�years�that
there�is�no�threshold�dose�of�radiation
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of which 260,000 were cancers, at the time of publication, with
more to follow.

From this extensive and detailed analysis it is possible to men-
tion only a few things here.

ere is particular concern for the young. Before the accident
80% of children in the studied territories were considered to be
healthy. After the accident only 20% were so considered. is
was told to us by one of the Russian scientists visiting the UK,
courtesy of the Nuclear Free Zones, in the early 1990s, at meet-
ings arranged by Democratic Left Scotland in Glasgow and
Edinburgh.

yroid cancer is the most discussed condition. Incidence in
children before Chernobyl was uncommon, but it soared in
both adults and children after the accident. Recorded is that for
each one case of thyroid cancer there were about 1000 cases of
non-cancer thyroid disorders.

Effects were seen across the world. One telling set of graphs
shows the same bulge in infant mortality incidence in
Norway, Sweden, Finland and Switzerland in the few years

after 1986, interrupting a steady downward trend.
Tragic is the record of birth defects, along with many other

pathologies of pregnancy. Lothian reported some of the highest
fallout in the UK. e following year, 1987, leukaemia in chil-
dren rose in Scotland by 37%. In Lothian the incidence of
Down’s syndrome doubled. Scottish upland farms were serious-
ly contaminated for many years

In Belarus, in spite of an increased birth rate since 2003, the
number of live children had fallen by 27.4% between 2000 and
publication in 2009.

Increases were seen in the incidence of disease of almost
every system, every organ, in the body. e increases over the
pre-accident state are clear, as are the gradients in incidences
between the highest and lowest contaminated areas.

A bizarre effect was the occurrence of lactation in post
menopausal women indicating malfunction of the pituitary
gland. Twelve cases in over 70s were recorded in one village.

e impact on plants, trees, mushrooms, animals and micro-
organisms is shown with increases in mutations and other DNA
abnormalities in all biota.

Diseases in animals paralleled those seen in humans and
abnormalities, such as two heads, two tails, were seen in swal-
lows that did hatch.

Of the scientists and the 800,000 “liquidators”, healthy young
men and women who entered the devastated buildings in the
highly dangerous initial period, over 115,000 had died by the
time of publication.

is book provides the largest collection of data concerning
the negative consequences of ionising radiation on living things,
humans, other mammals, birds, amphibians, fish, invertebrates,
plants and micro-organisms.

Most of the northern hemisphere was affected by the
Chernobyl fallout.

STILL TO LEARN FROM FUkUShIMA
e true full story of Fukushima has yet to be revealed. e inci-
dent was rated as level 7, the same level as Chernobyl. e

remaining radioactive materials, including that in spent fuel
pools, are variously estimated to still contain from 24 to 85
times the radioactivity released at Chernobyl. ere are plans
for their removal (to where?), but this would take many years to
implement.

A large number of independent scientists calculate that
damage to health will exceed that of Chernobyl. Japan is a
densely populated country. eir measurements show that
people have been exposed, within a matter of weeks, to 10 to
200 times the “legal limit” dose for a whole year.

A Reuters report on 31 July 2013 revealed concern that the
clean-up needed at Fukushima is greater than that at Chernobyl.
Contaminated radioactive water is still pouring from the dam-
aged plant and contaminating the ocean and the groundwater.
ey are attempting to store it in tanks!

It isn’t possible to reach parts of the damaged plant because of
the high level of radiation.

e public are being denied full information and the Tokyo
Electric Power Company (Tepco) and the Japanese government
are accused of a “lack of transparency”. e Japanese govern-
ment has increased the acceptable dose of radioactivity from 2
millisieverts (msv) per year to 20 msv per year, even for children.
is is even in the light of previous extensive research on power
plant workers that found an increase in the incidence of cancers
in workers exposed to more than 2 msv per year.

Radioactive particles are said to have been found in soil, on
children’s shoes and in air filters around Tokyo.

We must ask how much of Japan has been contaminated,
and how much of the rest of the world. Unbelievably
Tokyo has been chosen for the 2020 Olympics!

I paraphrase the following extract from an email, on
1 September 13, from Dr Janette Sherman, physician, toxicol-
ogist, radiation expert, English editor of the Russian Scientists’
Chernobyl Report and long time Chair of International
Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War: “Releases from
the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant that began on
March 11, 2011 cross the Pacific Ocean and reach land
throughout the northern hemisphere, and contaminate all life
that dwells upon the land and in the waters. Fallout is not uni-
form, but varies by wind direction, elevation and temperature.
Tepco, the owner of the Fukushima plant, has been pouring
millions of gallons of water onto the reactor cores and the
spent fuel rod pools to keep them from overheating. This has
resulted in Tepco trying to store some 400 tons of contaminat-
ed water each day, some of it so highly contaminated that
workers cannot get close enough to find the leaks … the con-
tamination is leaking past barriers and into the Pacific Ocean.
As of August 21, 2013, markedly increased levels of radioactive
tritium, caesium and strontium are reported. Isotopes are
taken up by sea life, including plants, single-cell organisms,
algae, seaweed, crabs, oysters, fish, mammals and other sea
creatures …”

Currently, US “guidelines” allow for food levels of 1200
Becquerels per kilogram, one of the highest in the world. Japan’s
limit is 100, so food too contaminated to sell in Japan could be
sold here in the US …

“Measurements�show�that�people�have�been exposed,
within�a�matter�of�weeks,�to�10�to�200�times�the

“legal limit”�dose�for�a�whole�year
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Governments collect data on many things. If this is worth-
while use of taxes, then collecting data on radiation levels in
food, a significant health risk, should be worthwhile also.
Preventing exposure to contamination with radioactive isotopes
is a primary preventive health measure …

We are living in a fantasy world if we think that nuclear power
is safe.

ere is extensive and useful information on ionising radia-
tion on the Public Health England website but nothing on levels
of radiation in food in the UK that I could find. ere is less on
ScotPHO (Public Health Observatory). e Food Standards
Agency tells us it is monitored, but has no specific data. e
Health Protection Agency records levels of strontium, caesium
plutonium and americium in different types of soil growing
three types of vegetables, cabbage carrots and potatoes, in order
to measure any changes in the levels of contamination over
time.

SEPA carries out extensive monitoring around all nuclear sites
in Scotland but the best I could find about radiation doses says:
In 2008, radiation doses to adults and children living around
nuclear sites remained well below the national and European
limit, which is 1 millisievert (mSv, a measure of dose) per year.

All necessary, but not very helpful in informing us of the cur-
rent levels in our food post Fukushima.

ChILDREN AGAIN
One of the most disgraceful acts in the nuclear saga is the way
the establishment responded to the studies carried out on the
incidence of leukaemia in children living near nuclear establish-
ments. Many were carried out in Europe, including in Scotland.
e most recent (2003) and the biggest was the German KIKK
study (Kaatsch et al. Childhood Cancer in the Vicinity of Nuclear
Power Plants). It reported an increased risk of leukaemia in chil-
dren less than five years of age. e incidence decreased with
distance from an NPP. ere was a 1.6-fold increase in all can-
cers and a 2.2-fold increase in leukaemias among children living
within 5 km of all German nuclear power stations. Some French
studies followed and confirmed the findings. Following these
disclosures there was a mass exodus of young women of child-
bearing age from around German NPPs.

All studies showed significant rises in the incidence of child-
hood leukaemia in the vicinity of nuclear establishments and
this was universally acknowledged. e reason for it was not.
Establishment personnel denied any association with exposure
to radioactivity from radiation, saying, in spite of Beir VII, that
the doses were too low, and instead attributed the cause to an
unknown virus which until this day has not been identified.

A new report from COMARE (e Committee on the Medical
Aspects of Radiation Exposure) issued Sept 2013, once again
denies the childhood leukaemia association. I look forward to
peer assessment of this.

POLITICAL PARTIES ON NUCLEAR POwER
Labour: “… the Secretary of State will know that we have sup-
ported the Government’s efforts to attract investment in new
nuclear and welcomed Hitachi’s decision to buy the Horizon
Nuclear Project.”

Conservatives: “We are facilitating new nuclear power sta-
tions by removing unnecessary obstacles to investment, while
ensuring there is no public subsidy.”

Michael Fallon, the energy secretary in the coalition govern-
ment, has given the go-ahead to the new build at Hinkley Point.

Lib Dems: On their website: “No to nuclear and dirty coal.
e power stations we rely on are not only threatening the cli-
mate, many of them are coming to the end of their useful life. As
we replace them, we have to move on from old technologies. We
will not waste taxpayer subsidies on nuclear power.” But at their
Glasgow conference in September 2013 they abandoned this:
“Party members voted by 230 to 183 in support of the limited
use of nuclear power after Mr Davey promised them not to let
spending on a potentially expensive form of energy run out of
control” (from the Independent).

SNP: “No More Nuclear – … the SNP is opposed to new
nuclear power stations or dumps in Scotland.

“Scotland has massive potential for developing renewable
energy … there is no need in Scotland for unwanted and poten-
tially dangerous nuclear power.”

Scottish Greens: “Nuclear power is not a low carbon technol-
ogy: the energy involved in mining, fuel fabrication, construc-
tion, transport and waste makes nuclear no ‘cleaner’ in carbon
dioxide production than an efficient gas-powered station. It
leaves toxic waste, which will remain a threat to humans for
hundreds of years.”

Much remains to be done, but there is an imperative for inno-
vative thinking.

We are told that over 50% of us are having difficulty paying our
bills. e prospect of “unconventional gas”, we are told, will give
us cheap energy, just as we were once told that nuclear electricity
would be so plentiful and cheap that we wouldn’t need to meter it.

We must conserve energy, and that, inter much else, includes
warm clothing. Will that be from synthetic fibres derived from
fossil fuels? Or will we at last learn from the Green chemists that
Scotland has unique natural resources to develop new non-pol-
luting non-toxic materials for a range of consumer goods, to add
to what our Green technologists can offer for renewable energy?

Have we learned belatedly from the past, as playwright Alan
Plater wrote, to “Close the coal house door, lads, there’s blood
inside, there’s bones inside, there’s bairns inside” and that this
refers to oil, gas and nuclear as well as coal?

Whatever we contemplate our needs, even some of our
desires, to be, and we know how much energy is needed to
supply them, we have to consider what is actually and morally
justifiable. We have to ask very loud and clear, how can anyone
contemplate the possibility, the probability, of a repetition of any
of what has already occurred from those accidents and go on
accepting the radioactivity that is being discharged into our air,
soil and water every day. It amounts to crimes against our chil-
dren, against future generations, against all humanity and all
living creatures.

“ose who do not learn from the past are condemned to
repeat it.” George Santayana.

n Morag Parnell is a retired GP and a member of the Women’s
Environmental Network Scotland.

Climate change: the nuclear option
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Gender�equality�and�the
Scottish�budget�process

Gender Budget Analysis. While the
words themselves may seem remote
or even daunting, the premise and

practice behind them is the everyday
realities of women and men. e South
African parliamentarian Pregs Govender
famously stated that the budget “reflects
the values of a country – who it values,
whose work it values and who it rewards
… and who and what and whose work it
doesn’t.” Gender budget analysis there-
fore is concerned with how public policy
and spending proposals reflect and meet
political commitment to advancing
social, economic, and political economy
between women and men. e practice
of gender budgeting is based on the reali-
ty that without an understanding of
gender relations, that is the lived reality
of women and men, boys and girls, and
the application of accurate and robust
data and analysis in the policy process,
then the process of setting budgets and
the outcomes they deliver will continue
to perpetuate inequality between women
and men. Gender budget analysis then is
about examining how public resources
are allocated and re-orientating them
towards more equitable outcomes.
Gender budgeting is not about separate
budgets for women and men, but rather
about ensuring that resources are distrib-
uted so that the inbuilt biases which arise
when gender equality is not at the heart
of policy making are eliminated.

For well over a decade in Scotland,
there have been advances in developing
equality analysis in the Scottish budget
process. e Scottish Women’s Budget
Group (SWBG) was formed in 1999/2000
in the flush of promise of the “new poli-
tics” of devolution. Since then the SWBG
has continued to press for change, chal-

lenging ongoing inequalities in resource
distribution and the allocation of public
funding, and calling for alternative
approaches to the budget-setting process
in Scotland. Early calls led to the first
Scottish Executive setting up an advisory
group with a range of internal and exter-

formal budget documentation and is
issued alongside the Draft Budget each
autumn. e EBS aims to provide a narra-
tive account of how spending proposals
are advancing equality in Scotland and
the measures taken by government to
improve equality analysis and address
inequalities.

SWBG have consistently argued that a
significant flaw of the EBS is that while it
“talks to” the budget, it is not yet integrat-
ed into the principal drivers of Scottish
Government policy – the Government
Economic Strategy, and the reporting
mechanisms of the Scotland Performs,
namely the National Performance
Framework and the indicators of change
the Scottish Government is pursuing.
SWBG argue that the proposals in the
Scottish Budget must reflect the ways in
which equality is central to the purpose
of government, which the Scottish
Government has stated is “to focus the
Government and public services on cre-
ating a more successful country, with
opportunities for all of Scotland to flour-
ish, through increasing sustainable eco-
nomic growth” (Scottish Government,
2011).

How are all of Scotland to flourish
when the gender pay gap persists at
12% for full-time workers, and rises

to 35% for part-time workers; or when
the cost of childcare is beyond the means
of parents and carers seeking paid work?
How are women benefitting from recov-
ery measures when the data shows that in
the period 2007 to 2012, 45,000 jobs were
lost to women? As the Women in
Scotland’s Economy research centre at
Glasgow Caledonian University has high-
lighted, women’s employment levels have

Gender budget analysis

Angela O’hagan outlines how gender budget analysis is a
crucial element in the battle to ensure that the allocation of
public resources does not perpetuate gender inequality

nal members, including equality organi-
sations and the statutory commissions.
is advisory group continues now as the
Equality and Budgets Advisory Group
and meets annually with the Cabinet
Secretary for Finance and Sustainable
Growth. Various pilot and exploratory
studies have been produced all pointing
to how equality analysis could be built in
to the process. e Scottish Parliament
Equal Opportunities and Finance
Committees have consistently engaged,
and the Equal Opportunities Committee
particularly has become more persistent
and vocal in the pressure applied to suc-
cessive governments to advance equality,
and gender equality, analysis in the
budget processes.

IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS
While there have been important devel-
opments internally, within government
spending departments, the most signifi-
cant development to date has been the
production of the Equality Budget
Statement (EBS). First presented in 2009,
this document now forms part of the

How�are�all�of�Scotland�to
flourish�when�the�gender�pay
gap�persists�at�12%�for�full-time
workers,�and�rises�to�35%�for
part-time�workers?
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fallen following the economic crisis. “Full
time, part time and temporary jobs have
all been lost by women and economic
inactivity rates have risen corresponding-
ly. A rise in the number of part-time jobs
against a fall in full-time jobs indicates
that women may be “underemployed” in
the stagnating economy” (WiSE, 2013).

Furthermore, as SWBG have highlight-
ed, women have been most affected by
public spending cuts and the persistent
freeze on Council Tax which has reduced
revenue available to local authorities to
fund the services predominantly used
and provided by women who are the
majority of workers in the public sector.
Again, as WiSE have highlighted, “given
that more women than men work in the
public sector, public sector spending
restraint impacts much more on female
employment than male. Women were
affected as public sector employees, par-
ticularly low paid public sector workers”
(WiSE Briefing, 2013).

So where is the response to this reality
from policy and spending measures
proposed in the Scottish Budget?

SWBG and others including the STUC,
Women’s Resource Centre, Engender,
and Women’s Enterprise Scotland, have
called for improved analysis and more
targeted measures and spending to
address these significant changes to
women’s employment status and access
to the labour market. While the efforts to
bring forward capital spending in previ-
ous budgets have been positive, the
emphasis on “shovel-ready” projects has
arguably done little to tackle job losses
for women or build sustainable job
opportunities for women.

IN-bUILT bIAS
Another long-standing area of con-
tention in Scotland’s budget and public
spending has been the Modern
Apprenticeship programme, with its
inbuilt bias towards skills and jobs in
occupational areas dominated by men
such as construction and trades, while
women continue to be channelled into
the shorter, less highly funded pro-
grammes, and lower paid jobs in child-
care, social care, and hairdressing for
example. It seems the Modern
Apprenticeship programme is consis-

tently failing to meet the ambitions of the
Scottish Government, as set out in the
National Performance Framework, to
tackle existing inequalities, and for a
more skilled and successful workforce
where “we realise our full economic
potential with more and better employ-
ment opportunities for our people”
(Scottish Government, 2013). Costing
millions in public money, this principal
government programme continues to fail
women, disabled people, and ethnic

cuts in women’s income and the regres-
sive impact on women’s employment and
social status. Job creation, benefit max-
imisation, removing council tax and
public sector wage freezes, directing local
and public authorities to ensure equal pay,
and promoting a living wage for all are all
measures that can be progressed and
funded by the Scottish Government. e
negative implications of Universal Credit
are potentially enormous, and as yet not
fully understood. With cuts to welfare and
rights advice services there are fewer sup-
ports to individuals affected by the
changes and less information available on
what the effects are and how public
spending and public services can
respond. e Scottish Government can
resource advice services and must moni-
tor the impact of changes so that public
resources in Scotland can be more effec-
tively targeted.

Public spending constraints are put-
ting essential services and support
structures, such as support for

women experiencing and fleeing domes-
tic abuse under pressure. Scottish
Women’s Aid reported over a year ago
that almost one third of women’s aid
groups had had to make cuts and that
there had been no increase in funding
despite increasing operating costs.

Women in the asylum system are
another group  for whom support and
services are crucial. More women than
men are refused asylum. While potential-
ly more successful with appeals, they are
at greater risk than men of facing destitu-
tion. is can lead to women remaining
in exploitative or abusive situations to
avoid being sent back to their country of
origin or becoming destitute. In recent
research, destitute women describe
having to ask support services for sani-
tary wear. ose who get support as
refused asylum seekers are provided
vouchers to use in a designated shop –
they get no cash. is is particularly
problematic for pregnant women and
new mothers who have different needs
and who are most in need of cash instead
of vouchers and more support with the
cost of raising a child.

According to Morag Gillespie of the
Scottish Poverty Information Unit,
“policy and resource measures that sus-

Gender budget analysis

Scottish�Government’s�own
analysis�has�highlighted�the
impact�on�women�of�welfare
reform�imposed�by�the�UK
government

minorities as recent research from the
Equality and Human Rights Commission
has highlighted.

As the Draft Budget 2014–15 and
accompanying Equality Budget State -
ment were in preparation, what could we
have hoped for and what measures would
have responded to the criticisms of SWBG
and the lived realities of women’s and
men’s lives in Scotland? In policyspeak,
the Equality Budget Statement needs to
reflect how spending proposals will
advance commitments to equality and
opportunity claimed in the Government
Economic Strategy, and detail what pro-
grammes and funding measures are
delivering on the national performance
indicators. Using procurement and
public contracting to ensure greater
equality of access and opportunity to
training and employment for women is
within the scope of the Scottish
Government and within the public sector
equality duties. e Scottish Ministers
could choose to use their specific duties
to promote equality to integrate budget
analysis, procurement, and other levers
to advance equality and eliminate
inequality.

Scottish Government’s own analysis
has highlighted the impact on women of
welfare reform imposed by the UK gov-
ernment. Quite simply, women are losing
out across the board. e Scottish
Government can use its policy and finan-
cial powers to mitigate the effects of these
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tain access to services and support that
prevent homelessness and mitigate desti-
tution are necessary and within the scope
of the Scottish Government. Specifically,
the provision of prescriptions and other
means of supporting women, particularly
pregnant women and new mothers are
essential.”

COMMON GOOD
Investment in childcare as part of our
economic infrastructure, where childcare
costs are affordable for all and public
investment in childcare is seen as a
common good, and a sustainable occupa-
tional sector, where workers in childcare
are valued and properly paid are all steps
the Scottish Government can take.
Following the Women’s Employment
Summit in 2012 and developments since,
First Minister Alex Salmond has said that
the Scottish Government wants to deliver
a transformational shift in how childcare
is provided in Scotland. SWBG has previ-
ously welcomed statements indicating
this more progressive approach to child-
care, including the proposals from the
Scottish Parliament Equal Opportunities
Committee in June this year. e Scottish
Government have been given the argu-
ments and have made commitments that
can be taken forward in this and coming
budgets and spending reviews.

So while there have been positive
developments in Scotland and other
countries look on with interest as the

Scottish approach to equality analysis in
the budget process develops, there is still
a long way to go. After the financial crisis,
the new constitution of Iceland and the
newly configured government follow the
principles of gender budgeting “where
justice and fairness go hand in hand with
economic wellbeing”. Government
departments are engaged in analysing all
aspects of public policy to advance
gender equality. In the Autonomous
Communities of Spain, particularly
Andalucía in the south, gender equality is
central to economic development, wel-
fare, and social change policies. We are
not short of examples to follow from else-
where, nor lacking demand from voices
in Scotland. e challenge is for the
Scottish Government and the public
authorities it funds to make commit-
ments to equality for all a reality in how
decisions about public spending are
made and how public resources are allo-
cated.

n Angela O'Hagan of Scottish Women's
Budget Group volunteered to write this
article, as it is very much their turf. She's
an Engender member, based at Glasgow
Caledonian University and works specifi-

cally on these issues. is is, in fact, a
large part of Engender's role as an overar-
ching gender organisation – to work with
relevant specialists and to make this sort
of connection.
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The politics of disability

Lessons�in�an�age�of�austerity

“I’ve been victimised but I’m not a
victim. I’m a fighter.” Yunus Bakhsh

It is no coincidence that within lifetime
of the Coalition government we have
seen the emergence of UK Disability

History Month and the creation of
Disability History Scotland. As the reality
of living in an “age of austerity” becomes
ever starker, disabled people are increas-
ingly drawing on the past in order to
make some sense of the present.

However much the Coalition and its
corporate paymasters talk about “break-
ing down social barriers” or express faux
concern about those disabled people “left
to languish on benefits”, the truth is that
its welfare reform agenda is founded on
the oppressive Medical or Individual
Model of Disability. is is the dominant
paradigm that pervades capitalist soci-
eties, where impairment (the loss or lim-
itation of physical or sensory function on
a long term or temporary basis) is seen as
a problem to be “fixed” by medicine, sur-
gery, therapy or “special” treatments. It
becomes a personal tragedy when this
does not happen. is powerful and
insidious view is reinforced in the news
media, books, film, art and language.

e Medical Model is a baleful combi-
nation of influences that include classical
perceptions of physical beauty which still
manipulate western society, religious tra-
ditions portraying disabled people as
objects of sin or pity and eugenicist theo-
ries of population control.

CURE, CONTAINMENT AND
CONTROL
In feudal societies impairment was unex-
ceptional due to wars, accidents and ill-
ness but its acceptance often depended
on levels of religious, political and climat-
ic stability. For example, the execution of
Janet Horne, the last witch to be burned
in Scotland, who was persecuted for
giving birth to a disabled child, coincided

with a fall in the real value of labourers’
wages. e consequence of living
through “hard times” was the need to
scapegoat and blame those judged to be
“other” for any individual or communal
misfortune. However, during periods of
economic growth, in much of feudal
Europe, adults and children with impair-
ments were accepted as part of a family

ese were turbulent years when many
of the old certainties were swept away. In
England, hundreds of thousands of acres
of common land were privatised, leaving
rural labourers and their families on the
brink of destitution: “ey are maddened
with misery and oppression and say they
would rather hang than starve to death”.
e open insurrection of the “Last
Labourers’ Revolt” in the southern coun-
ties led to a widespread fear of revolution
amongst the ruling class. A moral panic
ensued, fuelled by Malthusian theories of
population growth and terror of “Captain
Swing”, resulting in “a statute of quite
uncommon callousness”, the 1834 New
Poor Law and its centrally administered
workhouses, “Bastilles” to imprison the
“drivellers, aged and truly impotent”.

Rapid social change was mirrored in
Scotland with the Lowland and
Highland Clearances and the rush

towards industrialisation. Among the
casualties was the increasing number of
people, disproportionately female,
unable to cope with demands of a bur-
geoning capitalist system and who were
quite literally driven mad by it. A survey
by the Edinburgh Review concluded that
the largest cohort of inmates confined in
the capital’s madhouses were former gov-
ernesses, followed by maids of all work.

is social catastrophe led to an explo-
sion in the number of private madhouses,
with Musselburgh in East Lothian as a
centre for the “trade in lunacy”. Confining
“pauper lunatics” in these institutions
was expensive and the response was the
construction of Royal Charter Lunatic
Asylums, paid for through public sub-
scription and private philanthropy.

e motives of the individuals behind
these establishments varied widely, rang-
ing from the benign, by the standards of
the day, to the brutally mercenary.

When Mrs Susan Carnegie founded
the Montrose Lunatic Asylum, Infirmary

or work group and as members of a wider
community.

e subsequent Age of Enlightenment
led to a belief that nature could be tamed
through scientific reason and new knowl-
edge of anatomy and the development of
medical science emphasised normalisa-
tion and conformity. If people could not
be cured then they had to be contained or
controlled.

During his “famous journey to the
Western Islands of Scotland” in
1773, Dr Samuel Johnson visited “a

college of the deaf and dumb, who are
taught to speak, to read, to write, and to
practice arithmetick, by a gentleman …”

omas Braidwood’s Academy was an
early example of the hundreds of Scottish
institutions that would eventually be
used to impose control over those who
either would not or could not conform to
mainstream conventions.

e late 18th and early 19th centuries
saw the rapid move away from an agrari-
an society, especially after the
Napoleonic wars. is led to the develop-
ment of an urban, industrial economy
that was based on a capitalist system of
wage labour and the relentless drive for
profit.

Impairment�is�seen�as�a�problem
to�be�“fixed”�by�medicine,
surgery,�therapy�or�“special”
treatments

e Coalition’s neo-liberal agenda of cutting the welfare
budget has impacted heavily on disabled people.
Sasha Callaghan argues that the history of disability
campaigning holds important lessons for future strategy
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and Dispensary “for the treatment of pri-
vate and pauper patients”, her ambition
was “… to rid the Town of Montrose of a
nuisance, that of mad people being kept
in prison in the middle of the street, and
the hope that by providing a quiet and
convenient Asylum for them, by good
treatment and medical aid, some of those
unfortunates might be restored to
 society.”

ese intentions were undermined by
the need to keep costs to the bare mini-
mum and a public scandal erupted when
Edward Ellice, MP for St Andrews,
claimed that “pauper lunatics” had been
“found in authorised places of confine-
ment, to be exposed to starvation, mana-
cled and ill-treated to the extent of
suffering a high death rates”.

For people with learning difficulties or
physical and sensory impairments, poor
relief was traditionally provided via the
Kirk sessions and funded through grants
from town councils, church door collec-
tions, local taxes, charitable donations
and benefit performances.

When the Scottish economy fal-
tered in the early 1840s it resulted
in a growing demand for poor

relief, leading to government scrutiny of
its haphazard implementation. e
schism in the Church of Scotland was the
eventual catalyst for change and in 1843 a
Commission of Inquiry was established
to “examine the system of poor relief in
Scotland and suggest improvements”.

What is revealing from evidence pre-
sented to the Commission is that the
practice of confining disabled people in
institutions was already entrenched in
parts of Scotland.

According to John Hutchison, the
parish clerk of Kirkcaldy, “We have five
idiots, lunatics, or fatuous persons on the
roll, of whom four are in the asylums of
Perth, Dundee and Montrose. e
remaining one is a man, aged about
thirty. His allowance is 6s a month. He
lives with his parents …”

e Commission report noted that
“the people entitled to parochial relief
were those either wholly or partially dis-
abled by age or infirmity and unable to
maintain themselves” and the 1845 Poor
Law (Scotland) Amendment Act
enshrined this underlying principle of

the “deserving” and
“undeserving” poor. Local
boards were established in each parish
to administer poor relief “which can be
given in the form of cash or in kind, or
through a poorhouse set up to shelter the
sick or destitute, but not the able-bodied”.

The Act also created a central board of
supervisors based in Edinburgh
which oversaw a national pro-

gramme of poorhouse construction.
Over 70 poorhouses were eventually
built in Scotland, many serving a number
of parishes and called “poor law unions”
or “combinations”.

For the first time “Standards of
Normalcy” were drawn up and the mass
segregation of people who were surplus
to the requirements of capitalism began.
Edinburgh’s old charity workhouse was

plot insurrection, whilst Scottish educa-
tion boards were exempted from paying
the school fees of “deaf and dumb” chil-
dren.

e containment of disabled people
developed on an industrial scale.
Landowners on Arran complained about
the “numbers of paupers, children and
persons of unsound mind … sent to lodge
or board with tenants”. When Lanark
County Asylum opened in 1895 it had its
own private railway to transport patients
from nearby Hartwood station.
Originally intended for 500 inmates, the
asylum eventually held over eighteen
hundred.

This exponential growth coincided
with the rise of the pseudo science of
Eugenics or “Social Darwinism”,

reflected in the 1891 census which
labelled disabled people as “deaf, blind,
lunatic, idiot, moron, cretin”. Eugenicist
theories grew in popularity to such an
extent that when a surgeon at the Royal
Hospital for Sick Children, Glasgow,
sought a ruling on the admission of a
child described as a “congenital idiot”,
hospital directors issued instructions
“that such cases should be refused”.

When Winston Churchill, MP for
Dundee, stated that “e unnatural and
increasingly rapid growth of the feeble
minded classes, coupled with a steady
restriction among all the thrifty, ener-
getic and superior stocks, constitutes a
race danger. I feel that the source from
which this madness is fed should be cut
off and sealed up before another year has
passed”, he was overtly using his position
as Home Secretary to promote a eugeni-
cist agenda.

Churchill was one of the architects
behind the 1913 Mental Deficiency Act
which placed people who were neuro -

Sampson Kempthorne (1809–1873) workhouse
design for 300 paupers. Workhouses were usually
referred to as poorhouses in Scotland

replaced by the Craiglockhart
Poorhouse, holding up to 1569 inmates
“with the intention to provide both a
comfortable home for the aged and poor
and also a reformatory for the dissipated,
the improvident, and the vicious”, whilst
in the nearby St Cuthbert’s parish a new
poorhouse opened with separate sections
for “Very Decent”, “Decent”, “Bastardy”
and “Depraved”.

Further attacks came when the 1880
International Congress of Educators of
the Deaf, meeting in Milan, called for the
suppression of all sign languages and the
sacking of every deaf teacher, one of the
reasons being that D/deaf people might

Churchill�was�one�of�the
architects�behind�the�1913
Mental�Deficiency�Act�which
placed�people�who�were�neuro�-
diverse�into�four�categories:
Idiots,�Imbeciles,�Feeble
Minded,�and�Moral�Defectives
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diverse (people with aspergers syndrome,
autism or personality disorders for exam-
ple), had learning difficulties or were
regarded as “outsiders”, into four cate-
gories: Idiots, Imbeciles, Feeble Minded,
and Moral Defectives. An estimated
50,000 children and 500,000 adults were
indefinitely incarcerated in institutions
during the first half of the 20th century as
a result of the Act, thanks in no small part
to the man voted the greatest ever Briton,
who was himself, in a final twist of irony,
a disabled person.

REFORM, RESISTANCE AND
REVOLUTION
Now, after that relentless litany of gloom
it would be very easy to view disabled
people as the passive playthings of histo-
ry in general and of the neo-liberal drive
for welfare reform in particular. One of
the current mantras amongst reformists
within what is left of the Disabled
People’s Movement is that of “the hardest
hit”, of “victimhood” and “vulnerability”.
My own belief is that is a fundamental
mistake and a wilful disregard of the
truths our past should have taught us.

Firstly, since when have working class
people have ever gained anything from a
position of weakness? Telling the enemy
that you are “vulnerable” is hardly going
to induce them to behave in a civilised
manner. It is far more likely to be inter-
preted as the green light for some very
bad behaviour indeed.

More importantly, disabled people
have always been uncompromis-
ing campaigners in the fight

against injustice, taking action rather
than observing from the sidelines.
London beggars formed their own
“Cripples’ Guild”. John Nicholls om
and his supporters fought to the death
against the imposition of the New Poor
Law. e National League of the Blind
pioneered long distance protests that
were the inspiration for the Jarrow
Marchers. Disabled people have been
and still are in the forefront of struggle.

But perhaps the most significant polit-
ical act by disabled people has been the
construction of the Social Model of
Disability, which is based on the premise
that some people have impairments but
they are disabled (the loss or limitation of

e revolutionary nature of the Social
Model was intentional as it was devised
by a small cohort of disabled people,
some of whom were members of the
Trotskyite group, Big Flame, and who
were instrumental in forming the Union
of Physically Impaired Against
Segregation (UPIAS). e Social Model is
40 years old and has been endlessly criti-
cised and critiqued but it still remains as
groundbreaking now as it did when it was
first discussed in the 1970s.

e ensuing upsurge in political con-
sciousness led to the formation of local
coalitions of disabled people across the
UK. e Disabled People’s Direct Action
Network, with its strap line “TO BOLDLY
GO WHERE EVERYONE HAS GONE
BEFORE” took civil disobedience into the
streets and Disability Arts, rather than

“Art erapy” became a channel for cre-
ativity that was run and controlled by dis-
abled people themselves. e highpoint
was the “Block Telethon” demonstrations
to protest about the patronising and offen-
sive way disabled people were being por-
trayed as “tragic” in order to raise money.

ese were heady, exciting times so
why did it all go so wrong? I would say
that we were fighting with the best of
intentions but for the wrong thing. We
were calling for “Civil Rights” and to an
extent we got that with the Disability
Discrimination Act in 1995: legislation
that was deeply flawed but not quite
flawed enough for our uneasy allies in the
major charities to reject it. We should
have been part of a liberation struggle
that definitively transformed our lives for
the better. Forever. We simply weren’t
ambitious enough. Oh well, hindsight is a
great gift.

So where do we go from here? If we
don’t learn from our history then we are
doomed to repeat it. We had better start
learning.

n Sasha Callaghan has been a trade
union activist and member of the
Disabled People’s Movement since 1987.
She lives and writes in Edinburgh and is a
founder member of Disability History
Scotland.

The politics of disability

The�National�League�of�the
Blind�pioneered�long�distance
protests�that�were�the
inspiration�for�the�Jarrow
Marchers

opportunities to take part in the every
day life of a community) by physical, eco-
nomic, attitudinal and cultural barriers
throughout society.
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John Bellany’s death on August 28,
2013, at the age of seventy-one, marks
a real sense of loss for the Scottish art

community. His contribution was huge
and will take years to properly assess.
Duncan omson, former Keeper of the
Scottish National Portrait Gallery con-
siders Bellany to be one of the very great-
est Scottish artists – “his range of subject
matter was wider than the others” –
while Ken Currie suggests “Bellany will
come to be seen as one of the most signif-

icant Northern European Expressionists
of the modern era with his best works ‘up
there’ with Munch, Beckmann, Ensor.” A
comparison with his immediate prede-
cessors such as the Colourists, Gillies or
Eardley, clearly shows how he expanded
the boundaries of Scottish art by intro-
ducing new forms of symbolic content
and representation.

Any informed overview of the last 50
years of Scottish art would surely single
out the early works of John Bellany as

particular landmarks. His first master-
piece, Allegory (1965), a triptych, painted
when he was 22 years old, presents us
with a paradox. It’s a radical statement,
ground-breaking in its content and
vision, yet obviously part of the tradition
of Scottish painting. His indebtedness to
tradition has been well documented and
was central to his sense of himself as a
Scottish artist. He could easily have
become one of the leading abstract
painters of the period, but depicting

John�Bellany:�the�reckless�imagination
Sandy Moffat pays tribute to friend and fellow artist

John Bellany, who shows us “so much of the awfulness of
what it means to be Scottish, to be human”
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ated almost every work he ever made and
is most explicitly expressed in Allegory.
e gutted fish nailed to their posts are an
allegory of the Crucifixion and all of the
cruelty, suffering and sacrifice that event
symbolised. No one before ever saw the
simple act of cleaning a fish as so laden an
image of death.

In the mid 1960s Bellany completed a
series of large monumental compositions
while a student at the Royal College of
Art. is was a hugely ambitious under-
taking, but inspired by MacDiarmid’s
ideas, including the call for “giantism” in
the arts, he set out to transcend the
provincial, insisting that Scottish culture
could engage with the local while project-
ing an art that was universal in ambition
and scale. Religious themes such as the
Crucifixion and the Last Supper formed
the basis for Kinlochbervie (1966) and
e Obsession (1966). ose paintings
revealed how much he had learnt from
studying old masters such as Rembrandt
and Goya, but these studies were a start-
ing point and not an end in themselves.
ere was nothing remotely academic
about this process, nor did the finished
paintings resemble the kind of neo-clas-
sical pastiche so often offered up as a
return to traditional values. Both Picasso
and Beckmann had shown that an under-
standing of the great masters was essen-
tial to the forging of a new language of
painting. Bellany’s imaginative vision
enabled him to develop a figurative lan-
guage that was not only truly modern,
but uniquely individual.

As a student at the Royal College in the
wake of Hockney and others, he resisted
the surface gloss of “swinging London”,
concentrating instead on the Scotland he
had left behind – what we might describe
now as an “old” Scotland – a Scotland in
many ways still rooted in the 19th centu-
ry with Protestantism, Unionism and
imperial identity well to the fore. Bellany
was determined to expose in paint the
prevailing conformity and self-suppres-
sion, whether it be religious, sexual or
cultural. His disillusion with the Scotland
of those days grew as he experienced
communities failing to value their own
culture and that included the Anglo-
Scots elite who controlled the cultural
high ground. All of this fuelled his anger
and he felt that what he had to say would

Sandy Moffat (left) and John Bellany met when they enrolled as first year students
at Edinburgh College of Art in October 1960. A friendship developed which was life-
long. In the mid 1960s they exhibited together during three successive Edinburgh
Festivals. The art historian Dr Tom Normand recently published an essay entitled
“Scotland's Visual Culture in the 1960s” where he comments “In the summer of 1963
Bellany and Moffat curated their own exhibition, a Salon des Refusés, on the railings
of Castle Terrace in the shadow of Edinburgh Castle. The work was figurative and
realist in Bellany’s case, and deeply influenced by Leger in the case of Moffat. Their
mission was to challenge the bourgeois culture of the Academy by refocusing
Scottish art upon a humanist and radical vision. Here, their mentor was the seventy-
year-old Hugh MacDiarmid, whose communist and nationalist sympathies chimed
with their humanist radicalism, and their champion was Alan Bold.”

people was what he wanted to do. “My
faith in the northern European tradition
wasn’t words, wasn’t theory, it was actu-
ally real. It linked with the best in Scottish
art. What had pop art got to do with us?
What had blank canvases got to do with
us? So we stuck to our guns and the cul-
ture we had come from: and that includ-
ed literature of course.” is was his very
own manifesto, carefully aligning
Scottish art within a larger European
context and significantly including litera-
ture. “I’ve been working my way through
‘A Drunk Man Looks at the istle’ again,
and it is much better with a second read-
ing and no doubt better still at the one
hundred and second reading. We’re
really fortunate in having MacDiarmid as
an example.” Bellany’s reading of Scottish
literature begins in this intuitive under-
standing that the work of the artist is to
help people to live, and that writers and
poets like Hugh MacDiarmid, James

Hogg, Robert Louis Stevenson, George
MacKay Brown, Sydney Goodsir Smith,
and Alan Bold were engaged in activities
similar to his own.

Bellany was born into a family of fish-
ermen and boat builders from Port
Seton, a small village on the Firth of

Forth in 1942. From an early age he
became aware of the elemental tasks
facing those who set out into the North
Sea to earn a living. e dread of death by
drowning, perhaps because of its immi-
nence in ordinary life and its manifesta-
tion in the skulls and bones carved upon
the gravestones in the cemetery behind his
grandfather’s house in Eyemouth, left an
indelible impression. As did his atten-
dance at church three times each Sunday.
During his childhood, there were 13
churches and meeting places for a com-
munity of 4000 people. It could be argued
the Calvinist doctrine of his youth perme-

John Bellany: the reckless imagination
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be more easily expressed outwith
Scotland, hence his decision to remain in
London. He identified strongly with
James Joyce, noting Joyce’s self imposed
“exile” from a backward Ireland had
allowed a more honest, unflinching
response in his writing.

In the context of the London art world
in the 1960s, where style was more
important than content or meaning,

Bellany’s pictorial language, which drew
on the folkloric as well as the history of
painting, condemned him to the fringes.
e hegemony of post-war American
painting, backed by critical opinion, had
positioned abstraction as the leading
20th century tradition, with figurative
painting seen as out-dated and retro-
grade. ere was also the thorny – “the
thistly” – problem of Scottishness
attached to his work. Within an overall
“British” art world centred in London,
history shows that Scottish artists either
give up on, or water down their work to
suit. When one discovers that the
Scottish Colourists were denounced in a
Daily Telegraph review in 1923 as
“Scottish Extremists”, the extent of the
problem becomes clear. e London
view of Scotland as a backward region,
lacking in art and culture remains wide-
spread. We began to believe that when it

came to cultural matters we were nothing
more than a bunch of uncouth jocks, and
that it was right and proper the metro-
politan classes should set standards for us
to follow. Bellany, whose great courage
should never be doubted, refused to
accept this. Certainly, his belief in himself
and in Scottish culture was severely
tested at this time, but he stood his
ground like a true Celtic warrior. “Time
will tell” was his often repeated answer to

the dedicated followers of fashion who
sneered at his work.

ere were some, however, who recog-
nised his special talent from the outset.
e French painter Peter de Francia, who
would later become Professor of Painting
at the Royal College, went out of his way
to back the young Bellany. De Francia, a
fearsome Marxist intellectual, had cycled
round Scotland as a teenager in the late
1930s, knew and understood where
Bellany was coming from and his support
was invaluable. I well remember an
intense meeting with de Francia and John
Berger in the summer of 1966 – Berger
had just awarded Bellany first prize in the
Royal College’s student exhibition. What
was said that night stayed with us for the
rest of our lives.

In 1967, Bellany along with the poet
Alan Bold and myself, travelled to
Germany for the first time where we vis-
ited the historic centres of German cul-
ture: Weimar, Dresden, Leipzig and
Berlin in what was then the German
Democratic Republic. Having previously
been exposed mainly to French art, our
encounter with German art proved a
revelation. As did our visit to the former
Nazi concentration camp of
Buchenwald, on the outskirts of Weimar.
It was a profound and shocking experi-
ence that shattered Bellany’s hopeful
view of the human condition.ere can
be no doubt that shortly afterwards he

The Obsession (1966)  City Art Centre, Edinburgh

Kinlochbervie (1966) Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
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underwent a deep spiritual and philo-
sophical crisis. at such evil had taken
place in his own lifetime and on such a
massive scale shook him to his founda-
tions. e Calvinist view that human
beings were basically sinful and guilty
now seemed vindicated. With the outer
world apparently corrupted by both
political and religious intolerance, he
withdrew into his own inner world.
Questions of good and evil assumed a
confessional tone in his work. Casting
himself as protagonist and in various
guises – lobster, dog, skate, monkey,
puffin – he embarked upon a phantas-
magoric mediation on his identity. By
painting his family and his ancestors and
finally himself, Bellany sought not only
to explore his own predicament, but also
to grapple with the mysteries of human
existence. In the largest and most impor-
tant painting of the early 1970s, Journey
to the End of the Night (1972), the quasi-
religious format of the triptych is again
deployed with sacramental objects sym-
bolically positioned. e figures are
enclosed and imprisoned, extremes of
terror and pleasure are juxtaposed and
all space recedes into a hellish void. e
triptych remains Bellany’s most com-
pelling realisation of the human spirit
descending into darkness. e claustro-
phobic atmosphere of those paintings
and the vigorous, expressive brush work
reveal the extent of Bellany’s dialogue
with European Expressionism. e
utopian, liberating elements of
Expressionism sit alongside darker
forces, allowing his fertile imagination to
exploit the visual potential of the super-
natural, a potential largely ignored in our

scientific age. In do so, he raised Scottish
painting to a level of discourse found
only in those classic morality tales of
Scottish Calvinism, James Hogg’s
Confessions of a Justified Sinner and
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Doctor Jekyll
and Mr Hyde.

A wild period, from the late 1970s into
the early 1980s saw Bellany, a hell-raiser
par excellence, drinking heavily but at the
same time making some of his greatest

paintings. Here we see his expressionism
taken to extremes with “paint spilled
onto the canvas like blood”. Existential
angst, confrontation and conflict domi-
nate in paintings such as Totentanz
(1983) and Fidelas (1981). ere is no
resolution, only disintegration. e
highly personal subject matter – dicing
with death, succumbing to temptation
and the recurring image of the fateful
clock, combine to suggest a man at the
end of his tether, which may well have
been the case. But these pictures remain
amongst his most powerful statements,
fearless in execution and full of painterly
grandeur. Alan Riach wrote to me hours
after experiencing the Bellany exhibition
last winter saying this … “No modern
artist shows us so much of the awfulness
of what it means to be Scottish, which is
to say simply, the awfulness of what it is
to be human. No modern artist has taken
his imagination so recklessly through
extremes of understanding and
expressed this understanding so power-
fully.”

Akind of expressionism is central to
the distinctiveness of Scottish art –
as opposed to English art where

expressionism is unknown. As students,
we received encouragement from J. A.
Tonge whose book e Arts of Scotland
(1938) discussed Celtic art in relationship
to Nordic Expressionismus, as part of the
difference between northern and south-
ern European cultures, suggesting this
could be a vital foundation for modern
Scottish art. If this was indeed an impor-
tant part of Scotland’s cultural story, it
fitted perfectly with Bellany’s creative

Journey to the End of the Night (1972) Glasgow Museums

Self Portrait – 70 today (2012) Collection: the artist

His�instincts�as�an�artist�were
naturally�expressive�and
passionate,�seeking�out�the
underlying�drama�of�his
subjects�and�encouraging�the
viewer�to�become�emotionally
involved
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tendencies. His instincts as an artist were
naturally expressive and passionate, seek-
ing out the underlying drama of his sub-
jects and encouraging the viewer to
become emotionally involved.

By 1984 Bellany’s health began to fail.
His Faustian pact with the demon
drink and the neglect of his physical

well-being (painting through the night on
a regular basis) led inevitability to serious
illness. By 1988 his condition had
become critical and he was admitted to
Addenbrookes Hospital in Cambridge.
ere, the brilliant surgeon, Sir Roy
Calne, successfully carried out a liver
transplant. As Calne admitted, Bellany
was dying on arrival at Addenbrookes.
Few thought he would survive the eight
hour operation, but he wanted to live.
Astonishingly he was drawing again
within hours of the operation – the
beginning of a remarkable documenta-
tion by means of the self-portrait, of his
slow and painful recovery.

For an artist, a journey towards the
abyss can give special insights. From his
hospital bed he wrote to me to say that
“colour is so important – much more so
than I thought before”. Recovery and
redemption were now uppermost in his
art. His painting became much more lyri-
cal, and we recognise in the luminosity
and open spaces of the later paintings, a
profound veneration for life. Although
the theme of mortality runs through his
work from beginning to end, the fearful
morbidity and judgemental visions of his
earlier work all but disappear; Bellany’s
mature statements on the finality of life
are touchingly human. Nowhere is this
better demonstrated than in his last self-
portrait, painted on the day of his 70th
birthday where all past rhetoric has van-
ished, leaving us with a moving depiction
of human frailty.

One might describe the first half of
Bellany’s career as a long struggle to gain
recognition. Success was slow in coming
– he was in his mid-forties before his
work began to sell on a regular basis. e
second part of his career saw him amass
countless honours and great critical
acclaim, the volatility of his early life
giving way to a new role as the grand old
man of Scottish art. Perhaps it was his
early grounding in Coastal Calvinism

that enabled him to play this role without
losing sight of what had always been of
primary importance – family, communi-
ty and hard work. It would be a mistake,
however, to suggest success made little or
no difference to his life and art. It allowed
him to acquire a beautiful house in Italy,
in Tuscany, near the small town of Barga,
which proudly boasts it is the most
Scottish town in Italy. In a way it was
another kind of homecoming; from his
house on the lower slopes of the
Garfagnana, he was able to drive to the
fishing port of Viareggio within the hour.
Perhaps the question was he a settler or a

according to his biographer John
McEwen, “an epic art testifying to an epic
voyage.” is fits with Bellany’s view of
himself as a mariner and, accordingly,
being a painter demanded a lifetime of
creative struggle, echoing Picasso’s state-
ment that “painting is greater than me.”
e mastery and resourcefulness of his
work was the result of years of unceasing
toil. His vast output, with specific themes
revisited again and again, reflected his
view that to get one good painting, one
had to paint at least a hundred or so. He
didn’t seek perfection as that could only
result in the production of dull, lifeless
objects. Instead, painting was an adven-
ture leading to new and unexpected dis-
coveries. Uppermost, was his desire to
capture the soul of a place, or a person.
For Bellany, painting was a moral and a
spiritual quest where the reality of a work
of art lay in its spirit and that was the test
he applied to all of his work.

With John Bellany art and life were
fused together in such a way that
some kind of knowledge of his

life story is needed for a proper under-
standing of his work. Unsurprisingly, this
autobiographical element became
romanticised over the years (sometimes,
it has to be said, encouraged by the artist
himself ) often hindering a proper appre-
ciation of his stature as an artist. What
his work reveals, from Allegory onwards
(a seminal masterpiece not only of
Scottish painting, but of European paint-
ing), is a singular merging of humanity
and compassion. at Scottish painting
has a continuous and distinct identity as
part of the European tradition cannot be
doubted when face to face with a gallery
full of his paintings. Bellany’s particular
genius was in transforming the raw sub-
ject matter of his life by means of a highly
individual use of symbol and allegory,
into a painting style of visionary com-
plexity, supremely concerned with life’s
mysteries. Ultimately, his paintings
demand a sense of pity, but they demand
something more, a sense that we are all
susceptible to the worst, as well as the
best. ey ask us to see deeply.

n Alexander Moffat is an artist and
former head of painting at Glasgow
School of Art.

colonist should be asked. His intentions
were made clear from the outset as he
threw himself into making as big a contri-
bution as he could to Barga’s artistic life.
In 2002 he was awarded the Freedom of
San Cristoforo and made an honorary
citizen of Barga for his commitment to
the art and culture of his adopted region.
Italy inspired a series of glorious late
landscapes, unlike anything he had paint-
ed before. e sheer beauty and sensuali-
ty of these landscapes, their richness of
paint and colour, surely reflect all of his
love and respect for Italy. He had, after
all, been moulded as a student by the
greats of Italian painting – Bellini, Titian
and Piero della Francesca.

There is no more Scottish an artist
than John Bellany. His identification
with family, place and nation never

wavered. “Being Scottish has always mat-
tered enormously … when I was in
Australia, France or Germany, I wasn’t
painting landscapes from there. I carry
Scotland in my soul and wherever I go my
roots are there.” No cringe there – instead
a passionate belief that his cultural her-
itage and native traditions were a treas-
ure chest: something of unspeakable
emotional power, capable of sustaining
and enriching his life’s work. What
Bellany created in his life’s work is,

His�paintings�demand�a�sense�of
pity,�but�they�demand
something�more,�a�sense�that
we�are�all�susceptible�to�the
worst,�as�well�as�the�best
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Women�–harpies�or�quines?

Pick a paper – like the Scotsman. Pick a day – like today.
April 24th 2013. Here are some headlines: “UK jobs
market is female unfriendly. Peter Dawson on the men-
only policy at Muirfield. Glasgow – most violent city
in UK.”

Is there a gender dimension to these news items – yip. Is there
a gender dimension to Scottish public life – apparently not at all.
Strange isn’t it.

News testifies every day to the gendered and unequal nature
of Scottish society – and yet try to raise issues of women’s rep-
resentation, men’s health, women’s pay, men’s violent behaviour
or gender divisions in modern Scotland and you find yourself
talking to the collective hand. We live it seems, in a “post-femi-
nist” society.

e first Scottish Parliament had (almost) gender parity and
half the main party leaders are currently female. No woman
must endure the difficulties faced by her mothers or grand-
mothers. Contraception has changed women’s lives. Equal
numbers at university will work through to general equality in
the next generation. Men will get overtaken in a world of soft
skills (though evidently not quite yet). Society is gradually
equalising and women demanding quotas and reserved places
on boards are greedy, slightly embarrass-
ing and just plain wrong.

We know how the script goes.
“Women in a man’s world see our-

selves as ithers see us.” Constantly. We
detect the whining offence caused by
“special pleading”. We feel the wince, hear the sigh and watch
the eyes glaze over. All women do. It’s why so many shut up,
smile, buy women’s magazines and channel creativity and effort
that could energise society, policy, community-building, poli-
tics, business and job-creation into the worthy business of
family and children and the diverting business of hair/wrin-
kles/sex-life and star-signs instead.

Politics are always about bigger things, more universal things
or more distant things. Any thing. Just not the age-old division
of labour and share-out of power between the sexes.

Gender is still the easiest predictor of who commits violent
crime, runs a business, goes fishing or dies prematurely.
Whether it’s setting new records – or settling old scores – men
are still the actors in Scottish society and their actions create,
destroy, shape and inform. Women generally have a different
role. We facilitate, research, nurture, write reports, whinge a bit
but never seriously threaten the status quo. And it’s gone on for
so long, the divvy-up feels quite natural.

Men make news, report it and analyse it. Women stand back
and watch. One sex is the arbiter of almost everything that mat-

ters in Scotland’s public world – the presence of a few excep-
tional women doesn’t mask and even validates that underlying
reality.

50% of humanity – is judge, jury and executioner. And that
wouldn’t matter one iota if gender distinctions were trivial.
After all, as a blue-eyed person I’m perfectly happy to be repre-
sented by brown, hazel or green eyed folk. But gender is not a
trivial distinction.

Not in Scotland. Not anywhere.

Every day male values, pre-occupations and outlooks shape
front pages and determine the spending patterns and polit-
ical priorities of the nation. Every day women readers peel

away from newspapers and editors try a different offer, feature
or supplement to coax them back in.

What would happen if the values of the main stories on the
front page and the hands on the editorial tiller were female? One
day in 1995 that’s precisely what happened. And the effort that
went into the Scotswoman proved one thing. ere’s no point in
pilots, one-offs or demonstration models. What Scotland needs
now is transformational social change.

I first set up a feminist magazine at Oxford University in 1978.
It was called Lilith after Adam’s mythical
first wife who refused to lie beneath him
and was banished from Eden for her
cheek. Much of the content was desper-
ately worthy – I remember trying to
make a story out of the Boilermakers

Union donating £40 to the local Women’s Aid hostel. And
having to argue strenuously that Lilith would not be avoided by
women embarrassed that the name reminded them of – hush it
– tampons. We thought we were ground-breaking but were
more like primary kids painting with colours for the first time.
Opinions were easy things to have and to hold. To chant during
marches, to push doggedly over too many pints too late at night.
But to develop, adapt, refresh, relate – to write about? Even at
lofty Oxford University gals learned and regurgitated facts but
tended not to develop personal agendas never mind world
views. We acquired knowledge but were not encouraged to
apply or develop insight. Got our brains working to analyse
massive problems but weren’t expected to persevere or suggest
solutions. Clever girls. Boring newspaper. But we were young.

Feminist magazine number two was born in 1991 in Glasgow,
named Harpies and Quines after the two caricatures of woman-
hood – evil mythic Greek demons dragging innocent men to the
afterlife on one hand and innocent, biddable lasses on the other.
Our contention was that most women lived somewhere
between these extremes. Anyway, mothers and baby were

In an extract from her latest book, Blossom,
Lesley Riddoch examines the gendered and unequal
nature of Scottish society 

Gender and Scotland

Men�are�the�actors�in�Scottish
society�and�their�actions�create,
destroy,�shape�and�inform
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somewhat stunned to be sued immediately by the mighty
Harpers and Queen – owned by National Magazines – for
“passing off”. Apparently they thought our scurrilous rag with
regular features like Wanker of the Month, could be mistaken
for a glossy homes, frocks and gardens kind of magazine. Our
tiny feminist collective with rented offices and an almighty three
thousand pounds of investment stood poised on the verge of
legal defeat and the pay-
ment of a five figure sum
in damages. Our own
lawyers were so con-
vinced we would lose, an
anagram was created for a
defiant relaunch on the
steps of the court. As it
turned out, thanks to the
free publicity we were
banking on, Harpers
backed down, accepted
“Quines” had a distinctive
meaning to Scots readers
and Sequinned Pariahs –
the product of in-depth
piloting on the back of a
fag packet – became my
company name instead.
We kept calm, used the press, got supportive UK-wide publicity
and published for three years before the nightmare of distribu-
tion costs closed us down, a month after our biggest ever sale.
By 1994, Harpies and Quines was toast.

In 1995 I became assistant editor of the Scotsman, appointed
by Andrew Jaspan to modernise the paper. Female readers
were drifting away from almost all broadsheet papers and

the Scotsman was no exception. Was the content unreflectively
male oriented?

Well obviously it was. A well run paper
is rarely a deeply reflective one. e men
who ran the Scotsman did not – maybe
could not – challenge their decision
making on a daily basis. e relentless
pressure of newspaper production required fast and unselfcon-
scious decision-making about who should cover stories and
how they should be written. e suggestion a male news agenda
was at work provoked a very frosty, hostile reaction. And yet the
evidence was in front of our noses.

Across all the media, there were a few female reporters but
hardly any female correspondents, leader writers, political
columnists, news editors, programme editors, newspaper edi-
tors or owners. Jobs that required comment, judgement and
well cultivated contacts – jobs for opinion formers and agenda
setters – these were almost the sole preserve of men. Women
described – men analysed. Women presented – men opined.

I realised there was only one way to show how male values
underpinned every word, picture, opinion and promotion. So I
took a deep breath and suggested an edition of the paper should
be written, produced and edited by the women on the paper,

that the men could go home or perform “down-table” tasks and
that the Scotsman should publish as the Scotswoman on
International Women’s Day, 1995.

As the only female member of the paper’s 13-person editorial
board I was amazed (and mightily relieved) to discover I didn’t
have to argue the case. Some men reacted so strongly, so imme-
diately and so angrily to the very idea of change, they converted

more moderate men into
instant allies.

So we had ten weeks to
achieve a world first – the
first Scotswoman paper.
Some women argued the
idea was patronising, that
there wasn’t a single
“women’s view” on any
issue and that the whole
project was a tokenistic
waste of time. I let the
staff argue out these
important questions and
come to a majority deci-
sion. ankfully, all meet-
ings decided to go ahead
with at least 70% of
women in favour.

So a month before D-Day thirty female journalists sat in a
room for two hours and discussed news coverage. At first it was
hard. When no-one has asked your opinion on the really big sto-
ries, it’s tempting to revert to passive silence. But soon the opin-
ions were flowing.

What is foreign news anyway? Pictures of men in flak-jackets
and men you don’t recognise in suits. Much war and conflict, a
lot about how people die and fight but little about how people
live across the world. No-one suggested we ignore wars but we

decided to make space for “lifestyle” sto-
ries too. In the event, if Miss World had
not been Miss India and Mother Teresa
was not still alive on March 8th 1995,
there would not have been a single for-
eign story about women on the news

wires. Women don’t own or scare enough to make headlines.
Problem number one.

Another pet hate proved to be speculative stories. We felt
headlines predicting “Brown to make a quarter per cent
interest rate cut” could be accurately rewritten as “Brown

is the Chancellor and boy is he powerful” or better still, “Gordon
Brown”. But speculation about the likely actions of important
men sells papers. Problem number two.

Sports coverage was another headache. Scotswomen don’t
yearn for match commentary on badminton matches or
women’s rugby. Indeed women prefer solitary pursuits of jog-
ging, aerobics, walking and yoga to any team sport. We wanted
women as actors in the news not passive objects. But the truth
was then, and still is now, that women just don’t make the
“news” as it’s conventionally defined. Women’s opinions don’t

The�truth�is�that�women�just
don’t�make�the�“news”�as�it’s
conventionally�defined
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shake stock markets, their actions don’t provoke wars or strikes
or disputes, their single casual purchases don’t destroy or create
thousands of jobs, their work doesn’t often attract Nobel prizes
or vast research awards, their hopes don’t shape new political
parties or movements. And even despite the stunning success of
women in the London Olympic Games, their sporting endeav-
ours are not filmed or reported. We wanted to produce a real
newspaper not a fantasy one. So we had to find ways to make
women’s views newsworthy.

I commissioned a prominent transport expert to look at the
(then) new proposed M77 motorway south of Glasgow. Dr
Carmen Hass Klau was doubtful she would have time (or the
motivation) to sift through all the evidence in time until she
accidentally wandered onto the M8 beside her Glasgow hotel
and rapidly because a woman with a mission. She measured the
width of American freeway-style one way streets like St Vincent
Street and took pictures of the male-dominated space for indi-
vidual cars overwhelming the female-dominated pavement
space – concluding the authorities had
indirectly discriminated against women
by spending millions on motorways not
public transport which women were
twice as likely to use. Likewise we found
the most inaccessible train platform in
Scotland (Stirling Platform ree) and
encouraged the late Campbell Christie
(then Scottish Trade Union Congress
leader) to cross it with one pram, two
children and four bags of shopping. e
resulting hilarious pictures helped per-
suade Railtrack to install lifts.

We had a men’s page with a self-
examination graphic for testicu-
lar cancer – a subject none of the

male production team had previously
covered. ere was a rather provocative
fashion spread on men matching shoes with briefcases using a
scantily-clad male model. is went down surprisingly well –
with both sexes. Humour was important amongst all the
“earnest” stuff male staff feared and readers clearly expected. On
the night – after a few terrifying hiccups – the presses went into
action and vans and trains shot off round Britain to deliver this
very special edition.

e Scotswoman sold out in around half an hour in most
parts of Edinburgh. Despite promises to double the print-run
the circulation department printed the usual number. ere was
publicity in twenty-two countries around the world and letters
and faxes came pouring in for weeks afterwards. e vast
majority were supportive, a very few appalled.

But the next day it was business as usual at the Scotsman
without much analysis of what had been achieved. e next year
the Scotswoman became a tabloid. One piece focussed on the
pressure facing the late Donald Dewar after his wife unaccount-
ably went off with Lord Derry (Wallpaper) Irvine. It seemed
“society” wanted Donald to find a new partner fast. Everyone in
the Scotswoman team objected to this but a finger-wagging

piece would be counter-productive. Graphics staff came to the
rescue and airbrushed the soon to be First Minister’s heid onto
a variety of celebrity couple pictures, suggesting Donald was
actually out on the razzle every night.

As the paper was about to go to print, I had a moment’s hesi-
tation. Suppose Donald didn’t see we were taking the mickey
out of interfering critics – not himself? It wasn’t worth souring
relations forever over one day’s amusement. So I faxed the page
over to his office (yip it was that long ago) and waited. And
waited. Production staff came through to see what the hold-up
was. We all sat staring at the fax machine. Suddenly it shuddered
into life and a message chuntered out from Donald Dewar.

“Great – I can’t remember which date I enjoyed the most.”
Once again the Scotswoman sold out fast.

The following year there were big changes at the top. Andrew
Neil became Managing Editor and the Scotswoman was
scrapped. After months of having my work “spiked,” I left

the paper and sued successfully for con-
structive dismissal. A troublemaker with-
out a job in Scotland, I headed to London
and co-presented the consumer pro-
gramme You and Yours on BBC Radio
Four and e Midnight Hour on BBC2
along with … Andrew Neil. Who was
charming when we met on the grounds
that he liked a fighter and respected
anyone who worked in London and on
TV.

Weird.
In 1999, the Secretary General of

UNESCO encouraged female journalists to
“do a Scotswoman” and nominated
International Women’s Day 1999 as
“Takeover Day”. With UNESCO’s backing
600 news outlets across the world made a
Scotswoman-like switch. But by that time

the “mother” paper had washed its hands of any connection
with the idea.

African women took so much interest in the Takeover Day
idea I set up a charity called Africawoman to train a hundred
young women journalists in Kenya, Uganda, Ghana, Malawi,
South Africa, Zambia, Tanzania and Zimbabwe backed by the
British Council. A small group of Scottish volunteers helped via
the internet and we published monthly “papers” online includ-
ing special editions at the 2005 Earth Summit in Jo’burg and just
before the G8 summit at Gleneagles. Indeed we held a W8 con-
ference in Edinburgh featuring eight women who could trans-
form Africa with the champagne budget of Gleneagles – and
though the women made a big impact on MSPs and 100,000
newspapers were distributed on Scottish public transport, fund-
ing dried up, Africawoman went bust and none of the W8
women was deemed sufficiently interesting to merit a column
inch in a Scottish newspaper.

Forgive me while I redress that oversight.
Graca Machel is [the late] Nelson Mandela’s wife but was

Minister of Education in Mozambique where she spent 12% of

Gender and Scotland
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the national budget on schools, cut illiteracy by 22% in five years
and quadrupled the school-going population.

Lornah Kiplagat from Kenya is a superb long distance runner
who became a world record holder without any state support
and now ploughs part of her winnings into a High Altitude
Training Centre for young Kenyan women.

Hauwa Ibrahim – the first female lawyer in her part of
Northern Nigeria, secured the release of
Amina Lawal at a Sharia court in 2003 after
Lawal had been sentenced to death by ston-
ing for adultery.

Alivera Kiiza – a coffee grower in
Tanzania protested that women could not
own trees and were therefore effectively
excluded from Fair Trade co-operatives. e
rules were changed and now women (80% of
farmers) are co-op members in their own right.

Winnie Byanyima was an MP who encouraged Uganda’s
policy of openness about HIV/AIDs leading to lower transmis-
sion rates.

Anna Tibaijuka was head of the UN Habitat Agency who
highlighted the catastrophic flight to cities created by starva-
tion, crop failure and land shortages in the African countryside.

Africawoman writer Grace Githigia helped set up 100 com-
munity radio stations with 250 million listeners – an impor-
tant resource in a continent where 70% of women are
illiterate.

And the late Professor and Nobel Peace Prize winner
Wangari Maathai from Kenya was responsible for starting the
reforestation of Africa. e Greenbelt Movement she founded
paid two pence per tree planted. Seven hundred planted trees
finance a beehive, pottery or oven. So by 2005, 30 million trees
in 30 countries across Africa had been planted – reclaiming dis-

puted land, establishing local access rights and creating 43 thou-
sand small businesses. Ingenious.

All these grassroots leaders could have transformed their
countries and their continent given half the chance. And that’s
the most important point. ey had a vision of sustainable
growth, shared prosperity and grassroots development which
contrasted starkly with the “winner takes all” vision of the con-

tinent’s male leaders. ey didn’t have
a “women’s view” – they had a differ-
ent world view. And yet – though
measurably successful – the rest of
the world simply ignored them.

In 2010 more than 12 billion trees
had been planted by the Green Belt
Movement. is could have been the
template for a sustainable grassroots

revolution – a real “African Spring”. Instead governments like
our own backed dictators, multinationals grabbed land and
local people were displaced to grow biofuels and cash crops.
Oxfam has just published evidence showing an area the size of
north-west Europe has been sold, leased or licensed to interna-
tional investors in secretive deals since 2001.

What has all of this got to do with Scotland?
Well sometimes it’s easier to see familiar truths in unfamiliar

places.
e exclusion of women doesn’t just narrow the pool of talent

available to play the existing game – it excludes the most likely
game-changers. And Scotland needs to change not raise its
game if it wants to emulate our more equal, affluent Nordic
neighbours.

n Lesley Riddoch is a writer, broadcaster and journalist.
Blossom is published by Luath Press at £11.99.

The�exclusion�of�women�doesn’t
just�narrow�the�pool�of�talent
available�to�play�the�existing
game�–�it�excludes�the�most
likely�game-changers

Cunninghame Graham Society
A new Society has just been formed, devoted to restoring and raising awareness in Scotland and
beyond of the life and achievements of Robert Bontine Cunninghame Graham (1852–1936), the
significant politician, writer and world-wide traveller. Cunninghame Graham, who came from an
old Menteith family, travelled widely in South America, Spain and North Africa, before entering
politics. Although he sat in Parliament as a Liberal MP, he became an outspoken Radical and
Socialist. At a Radical demonstration in Trafalgar Square, he was arrested for assaulting a
policeman and served a brief term in prison. He was a founder member of the Scottish Labour
Party, and in later life he co-founded the Scottish National Party, of which he became President. He
was a prolific writer and journalist on many themes. His works are beginning to be republished,
and his Collected Stories and Sketches (in five volumes) have recently appeared.

The new Society will welcome as members all those who wish to learn more about this important Scottish figure and
flamboyant personality, who was known generally as “Don Roberto”, because of his lifelong connection with and passion for
Hispanic society and culture. Find out more from the Cunninghame Graham Society website at: cunninghamegraham.com
You can contact the Society about membership from the Contact Us page on the website.

Saturday 8th March 2014  CUNNINGHAME GRAHAM SOCIETY NATIONAL LAUNCH
12–3pm at The Smith Museum & Art Gallery, Dumbarton Road, Stirling.
Keynote Speaker: Laurence Davies (co-author of 'Cunninghame Graham: A Critical Study')
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How can Scotland blossom? Dispensing with
jousts over Devo Max and EU membership,
broadcaster Lesley Riddoch pinpoints both
buds of growth and the blight holding Scotland
back. She offers a plain-speaking call to restore
control to local communities and let a nation
flourish.

Blossom: What Scotland Needs To Flourish,�by�Lesley�Riddoch.
Price�£11.99.�Available�on�kindle,�in�bookshops�and�online
http://www.luath.co.uk/blossom.html

You�can�get�a�signed�copy�by�sending�a�cheque�for�£11.99�to
Lesley�Riddoch,�Jamesfield�Farmhouse,�Newburgh,�Cupar,�Fife
KY14�6EW.�Postage�and�packing�is�free.�Give�us�a�week�to�send
the�book.
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Reviews
The�economics�of�independence
Baz�Luhrmann’s�Gatsby�on�DVD

Economics�and�aspiration�–
will�independence�deliver?

Economic arguments have
always loomed large in the
SNP’s case for independence

ever since the party began to gain
support in the late 1960s. For inde-
pendence movements, this is
unusual. More commonly, they are
driven by differences of culture or
deeply felt grievances. ese may,
of course, have economic causes or
aspects. e condition of Ireland
within the UK during the nine-
teenth century was a potent source
of grievance. But even there, little,
if any, attention was paid to the
economic consequences of inde-
pendence or the policies that a
separate state might pursue.

Yet for all the sound and fury of
the rival referendum campaigns, it
is widely agreed that Scotland
could prosper both as an inde-
pendent country and as part of the
UK. e issue is not which option
would make Scots richer, but what
kind of economy and society Scots
aspire to and what is the best con-
stitutional framework in which to
develop it. As Gavin McCrone
points out in this lucid and meas-
ured survey, Scotland is one of the
wealthier countries in Europe,
with a GDP per head (excluding the
resources of the North Sea)
approximately equal to the UK
average and a rate of unemploy-
ment roughly similar. By these
yardsticks, its relative economic

position within the UK has
improved since the 1970s, whereas
Wales, Northern Ireland and the
north east of England remain sig-
nificantly worse off than the rest of
the UK.

It does not follow, however, that
separation would be easy or pain-
less. Professor McCrone seeks to
clarify the economic options and
consequences of both independ-
ence and enhanced devolution so
that people can understand what
would be involved before voting in
next year’s referendum. He is well
placed to perform this task. As an
academic and senior civil servant,
he has been at the heart of eco-
nomic policymaking in Scotland
for 40 years – notably as a Chief
Economic Advisor to the Scottish
Office from 1970 to 1992. And his
credentials as an impartial adjudi-
cator are impeccable. Prior to the
February 1974 election, he pre-
pared a briefing paper for UK min-
isters on North Sea oil and the tax
revenue it was likely to yield.
ese, he argued, were so large
that it was no longer tenable to
claim that an independent
Scotland would be unable to
manage financially. Now, 40 years
later, in the wake of a major bank-
ing crisis and a slump from which
the UK economy has still not
recovered, he stresses the prob-
lems and risks that will face an

independent Scottish government,
not least in managing its own
finances.

ThE STATUS qUO, DEVO MAx
AND DEVO PLUS
Before deciding how to vote, we
need to know what the various
options entail, including those that
are not on the ballot paper, but still
form part of the general debate
about Scotland’s future. Consider
first the status quo. is does not
mean continuing with devolution
as it has operated since 1999.
Following the recommendations of
the Calman Commission, the
Scotland Act 2012 (not due to take
effect until 2016) gives the Scottish
parliament greater responsibility
for raising revenue and, to that
extent, strengthens accountability
for public spending decisions.
Since 1999, the only taxes set in
Scotland have been the council tax
and business rates. e power to
vary the standard rate of income
tax by up to three pence in the
pound has never been used. From
April 2016, the UK government will
reduce the main rates of income
tax in Scotland by 10p, with a cor-
responding cut in the block grant.
It will then be up to the Scottish
parliament to decide what rate to
levy in place of the 10p.
Responsibility for the structure of
income tax remains with

Scottish
Independence:
Weighing up the
Economics
Gavin McCrone
(Berlinn)

It is widely agreed that Scotland could prosper either as an
independent country or as part of the Union. David Purdy
applauds a book that examines the economic options and
possible consequences ahead of the big vote in September
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Westminster. Currently, 10p in the
pound would raise £4.5 billion or
17% of the Scottish budget. e
Act also gives the Scottish parlia-
ment responsibility for stamp duty
tax on land and property transac-
tions and for landfill tax.

With these three additional
taxes, the Scottish government
and local authorities will be able to
raise some 35% of their budget rev-
enue, broadly comparable to
devolved legislatures in Belgium,
Spain, Italy and Australia. And to
match its new tax-raising powers,
the Scottish government will
acquire limited borrowing powers
in relation to both current and
capital spending. Crucially, how-
ever, macro-economic policy, the
use of monetary and fiscal instru-
ments with the aim of countering
inflation and staving off or escap-
ing from recession, is reserved to
Westminster.

Many Scottish voters are attract-
ed to the idea of devo max. is
would involve almost total fiscal
separation from the rest of the UK
(rUK). Scotland would contribute
to the costs of common services
(defence, foreign relations, servic-
ing the national debt etc.) and
would form a monetary union with
the rUK. ere would, however, be
no social safety net in the sense of
arrangements for pooling
resources in order to equalise
levels of social provision across the
UK, irrespective of how much each
area contributes in tax revenue.

McCrone raises powerful objec-
tions to this idea. e Scottish gov-
ernment’s budget deficit would be
unsustainable unless it received its
geographical share of North Sea oil
and gas revenues. But as long as
Scotland remains part of the UK,
the rUK can be expected to resist
this and to insist on treating the
offshore area as a resource for the
whole state. More generally, devo
max risks antagonising the rUK if
they were to feel disadvantaged by
the financial arrangements for
Scotland. Corporation tax would
be a particular bone of contention.

To attract inward investment, any
difference in rate would have to be
large. is would be resented by
Wales, Northern Ireland and
northern England. Moreover, cut-
ting the rate to 12.5% – the rate
prevailing in the Irish Republic –
would, other things being equal,
reduce revenue by £1.7 billion a
year. So unless the stimulus to
inward investment made good this
loss, the Scottish government
would either have to cut its spend-
ing or raise other tax rates. And
even with a strong stimulus, it
would take years to recoup the lost
revenue. In short, devo max incurs
many of the risks of independence
without either the UK safety net or
the policy freedom that independ-
ence would bring.

Short of devo max, but going
beyond the status quo, there are
various proposals for greater devo-
lution. Making a judicious selec-
tion, McCrone outlines a plausible
scheme whereby just under 60% of
total Scottish government and
local authority expenditure would
be financed by revenue from taxes
set in or assigned to Scotland. e
block grant would be substantially
reduced and what remained could
be gradually adjusted under a
proper needs assessment applied
throughout the UK and on a
timetable agreed by all three
devolved administrations and the
UK government.

ThE SCOPE FOR AN
INDEPENDENT ECONOMIC
POLICy
e SNP insists that only inde-
pendence would give the Scottish
government the tools it needs to
manage the economy in the inter-
ests of the Scottish people. What it
neglects to mention are the con-
straints on the scope for an inde-
pendent economic policy. No
government can ignore what its
neighbours and trading partners
are doing, least of all in Scotland, a
small country whose dominant
trading partner is the rUK. Quite
apart from the prudential need to

stay on good terms with the neigh-
bours, in a single market with free
mobility of goods, enterprise, cap-
ital and labour, an independent
Scotland’s room for fiscal manoeu-
vre would be limited. If tax rates
rise too far above those in the rUK,
workers and businesses may
simply move across the border.
is in turn limits the scope for
Scotland to move towards the
Nordic or social democratic type
of welfare state in which high levels
of spending on social security and
public services are paid for by high
levels of taxation, while the rUK
adheres to a free market low-tax,
low-spending model.

e scope for an independent
macroeconomic policy is similarly
constrained. Could an independ-
ent Scotland have averted the
effects on its economy of austerity
policies pursued in the rUK and
Europe? Of course, the timing,
scale and composition of the “cuts”
have been deeply misguided and
damaging. But even if the UK gov-
ernment had adopted a more
enlightened response to the global
downturn, it would have struggled
to make headway against the pre-
vailing tide of fiscal conservatism.
Countries are now so interdepend-
ent and the spillovers across coun-
tries so great that an effective
response to deep recession
requires concerted international
action and hence international
agreement about the nature of the
problem, what to do about it and
which countries should take the
lead.

Some of the constraints on an
independent Scottish government
would be self-imposed. Consider
the consequences of a formal mon-
etary union with the rUK. If the
Scottish government wanted to
borrow, using sterling bonds joint-
ly backed by itself and the rUK gov-
ernment – like the eurobonds
proposed for members of the euro-
zone, but so far resisted by
Germany – each partner would
have to be satisfied that the other’s
fiscal policies were sound.

No
government
can ignore
what its
neighbours
and trading
partners are
doing, least of
all in Scotland,
a small
country
whose
dominant
trading
partner is the
rUK
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Alternatively, the Scottish govern-
ment could issue its own bonds. In
this case, it would almost certainly
have to pay a higher rate of interest
than that on rUK bonds, at least
until financial institutions were
satisfied that they were equally
safe. Either way, as the members of
the eurozone have found, there
would have to be explicit rules gov-
erning budget deficits and debt
ratios, together with some agreed
enforcement mechanism. Natur -
ally, the Scottish government
would want some say in framing
the rules, along with formal repre-
sentation on the policymaking
committees of the Bank of
England. But even if it got what it
wanted, in practice it would have
little influence on monetary policy
and its fiscal policy would be over-
seen by the rUK.

bANk FAILURES AND
bUDGETARy hEADAChES
McCrone poses other searching
questions for proponents of inde-
pendence. Could an independent
Scotland have handled the failure
of banks? Lest we forget, as First
Minister, Alex Salmond gave his
backing to Fred Goodwin, CEO of
RBS, right up to the last. And being
independent did not stop Ireland,
Iceland or Spain getting into a
mess. Would a Scottish regulator
have been more vigilant and intru-
sive than its counterparts else-
where? It seems more likely that
had Scotland been an independent
state in 2008, its banks and the
Scottish government would have
faced the same problems as
Ireland. None of the Irish banks
were as big as RBS or HBOS. So the
Scottish government, like the Irish,
would have been overwhelmed
and forced to seek a bailout, pre-
sumably from the rUK and the IMF.

e biggest headache for an
independent Scottish government
in its early years would be how to
handle its budget deficit. While the
share of total UK tax revenue raised
in Scotland is approximately equal
to Scotland’s share of UK popula-

tion, public expenditure per head
is just over 10% higher than the UK
average. Prima facie, it looks as if
an independent Scotland would
find itself with a very substantial
budget deficit, amounting to 14.6%
of GDP. But that takes no account
of revenue from North Sea oil.
Including Scotland’s geographical
share of this revenue reduces the
deficit to 8.1% of GDP in 2010–11
and to 5.0% in 2011–12 – high by
historical standards, but less than
the UK deficit of 7.9%. Even so,
both deficits – the consequence of
crash and slump – will eventually
have to be reduced to sustainable
levels.

Relying on oil revenues to lower
the deficit is problematic. For one
thing, they are notoriously volatile,
thanks mainly to fluctuations in
the price of oil. What is more, the
underlying trend in oil prices is
uncertain. e populous emergent
economies, whose rapid growth
over the past decade has pushed
up the price of all raw materials,
including oil, are slowing down.
ere is also the impact of fracking
in the US to be reckoned with. is
has already slashed gas prices there
and will affect oil prices too, espe-
cially if the US becomes self-suffi-
cient in oil and gas. And even if the
price of oil remains high, taxable
profits may fall as the oil compa-
nies exploit the more marginal
fields and start to charge the cost
of decommissioning against prof-
its.

In any case, the present Scottish
government does not intend to rely
on oil revenues to balance its
budget. Rather, “once fiscal condi-
tions allow”, it plans to follow the
example of Norway by paying the
revenues into a special fund, to be
prudently invested in income-
yielding assets. is policy makes
sense: governments should not run
down assets to finance current
spending. It would be ironic if
Scotland were to emulate the
atcher governments of the 1980s
by squandering its oil revenues. As
McCrone observes (p115): at

such a fund was not set up when it
could have been … amounts to a
serious mishandling of the greatest
economic opportunity the UK had
in the last two decades of the twen-
tieth century.”

But if the oil revenues were
diverted into a special fund, the
rest of the Scottish budget would
be heavily in deficit, entailing
either big tax rises or further
public spending cuts on top of
those already imposed by the
coalition. Since this would plunge
the Scottish economy back into
recession and blight the fortunes
of the incumbent government, it
would not happen. Instead, the
government would soldier on,
hoping like Mr Micawber for
something to turn up. But if eco-
nomic growth remains anaemic, it
might be years before significant
sums could be invested in a sover-
eign wealth fund.

ThE RADICAL’S DILEMMA
Perhaps wisely, McCrone keeps his
eyes on the foreseeable future and
refrains from speculating about
the long run. Conceivably, the
achievement of independence
might lift the “animal spirits” of the
business class, leading to an invest-
ment-led boom in Scotland. But it
would be foolish to depend on it.
Animal spirits are unpredictable
and this is not an auspicious time
for taking a leap in the dark. e
SNP has half-acknowledged this by
playing safe and going for inde-
pendence-lite, while still insisting
that the end of the Union will
unleash Scotland’s potential.

e dilemma here is one famil-
iar to any party that promises to
lead the people towards sunlit
uplands faintly discernible on the
far horizon if only they will vote
here and now for a radical break
with the old order: taking over the
commanding heights of the econo-
my, inaugurating a New Deal or
forming a new state, as the case
may be. Almost by definition,
political rupture is liable to pro-
voke turmoil, which in the short

Relying on oil
revenues to
lower the
deficit is
problematic
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run may cause economic damage
through investment strikes, capital
flight, fiscal crisis etc. ere are
two ways of meeting this kind of
danger: the party can seek to per-
suade voters that it is worth endur-
ing short-term trouble or hardship
for the sake of reaching the prom-
ised land; alternatively, it can try to
lower the costs of transition by
softening, trimming or ditching
the more audacious parts of its
programme. e former, heroic
course may forfeit public support
and lead to defeat; the latter, prag-
matic response risks demoralising
core supporters and getting lost in
the wilderness.

ere is no escaping this dilem-
ma. If they are to be effective, pro-
ponents of radical reform must
answer three questions: Is what they
propose desirable? Would it work if,
somehow, it could be achieved? And
is it achievable, taking into account
the prevailing balance of forces and
the prospects for gaining ground,
winning allies and building credibil-
ity? At present, a majority vote for
independence looks unlikely,
though a lot can happen in a year.
But McCrone is surely right to sug-
gest (p147) that “If Scotland is to
stay in the UK in the longer term,
something must be done to meet
the aspirations of those who do not

vote for independence, but want a
greater degree of devolution.” And
he is equally right to urge a compre-
hensive rebalancing of the UK econ-
omy. By this he means not just the
reallocation of resources away from
finance, consumption and imports
towards industry, investment and
exports, but a return to regional
policy and, more generally – though
he does not use the term – the
replacement of neo-liberalism by a
new policy regime. Amen to that!

n David Purdy is a regular con-
tributor to Perspectives and a
member of Democratic Left
Scotland.

Gatsby:�a�tale�for�our�times?

The Great Gatsby (1925) in its
latest movie form has been
roughly handled by the critics,

meriting at least some of the flak (it
reduces the book to therapy for its
narrator, Nick Carraway, in an ine-
briates’ home, a change as smart-
ass as a Sherlock Holmes story
narrated by Dr Watson in a lunatic
asylum). Yet its director/co-
screenplay-writer, Baz Luhrmann,
like Hamlet in self-analysis, is but
mad north-north-west; when the
wind is southerly he knows a hawk
from a handsaw. Talkies inter-
vened after the book’s publication
and first filmed version but
Leonardo di Caprio at least looks a
credible Gatsby, and if Tobey
Maguire occasionally seems lost

for want of a Spiderman costume,
his earlier role may add a fresh
dimension to Carraway’s identity
as eternal observer.

For all of its technological
modernity and of Scott Fitzgerald’s
later Hollywood career (culminat-
ing in his unfinished masterpiece
novel e Last Tycoon, published
after his death in 1940) when the
author envisaged a film of Gatsby
while writing it, his imagination
had to picture a silent movie, as
first filmed in 1926 with Warner
Baxter in the title-role more or less
anchored flatly to the stage version
by Owen Davis (no copy of the film
survives). Later movies created
their own contexts … Alan Ladd’s
Gatsby was the distanced product

of alcohol smuggling and gangster-
ism in the Prohibition era, Robert
Redford’s an idealised hymn to
love … but the book, as near a per-
fect novel as we may ever read, is
probably unfilmable satisfactorily.

Luhrmann latched on to the
story’s simile of an amusement
park, and that is what we get:
Gatsby’s parties, Gatsby’s house
and grounds, Gatsby’s New York,
all brought to life for you. ey are
worth the price of entrance and, if
the character dimensions are
fewer, and the lesser characters
peculiarly reminiscent of playing
cards, today has no more Scott
Fitzgeralds.

But Luhrmann in interview for
the Picador reprint of the novel

The Great Gatsby
Baz Luhrmann (dir.)
(Warner Brothers DVD)

Something
must be done
to meet the
aspirations of
those who do
not vote for
independence,
but want a
greater
degree of
devolution

e great American novel has as much to tell us of recent
decades as it does about the time of its setting, the 1920s.
Owen Dudley Edwards discusses Scott Fitzgerald’s seminal
book in the light of Baz Luhrmann’s recent film version
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justified exclusion of what he took
to be inessential scenes:

“A scene, for example like the
one in which Nick meets Myrtle
Wilson, parties, and then he’s
downstairs with Mr Mckee … few
people remember it, but it is quite
revelatory. But that scene is not in
our film, simply because it’s a two-
hour piece and we had to stay on
the narrative linear line.”

UNFILMAbLE?
It would be nice to think that
another reason for its exclusion is
that it is unfilmable, and that
Luhrmann humbly, if secretly,
admitted as much. Carraway says
it happened on one of the two
times he had been drunk (so much
for the inebriates’ home) but he
quite clearly punctuates to mark
unrecorded time between entering
the “pale, feminine” Mckee’s apart-
ment and when “… I was standing
by his bed and he was sitting up
between the sheets, clad in his
underwear, with a great portfolio
in his hands.” And there is a further
blank:

“en I was lying half asleep in
the cold lower level of the
Pennsylvania Station, staring at the
morning Tribune and waiting for
the four o’clock train.”

4 a.m. Are we to assume a sexual
encounter between Carraway and
Mckee, and thence deduce that
Carraway fell in love with Gatsby?
Our materials are much too few
for such a deduction, but are
enough to tell us we cannot rule it
out. is is one of the marks of the
book’s genius: it is so finely
wrought that it grazes the nerve of
perceptions without permitting
their full definition. Carraway is
heterosexual, but perhaps not fully
so, certainly not in the all-consum-
ing way that Gatsby loves Daisy
Fay Buchanan, convinced her mar-
riage to Tom Buchanan is irrele-
vant and ultimately dying as a
result of her self-gratifying antics.

Ironically, the resistance of
Gatsby to film is mocked by the
book’s having evidently inspired

something like a perfect film in
Carol Reed’s e ird Man from
Graham Greene’s screenplay with
Orson Welles in the title role. Alan
Ladd, that era’s Gatsby, had played
a real gunman in the 1941 film of
Greene’s is Gun For Hire (1936).
Both movies appeared in 1949 but
abundant publicity for the Gatsby
in the making would have alerted
Greene who, once again, as in
Brighton Rock (1938) and e
Ministry of Fear (1943), pictured
the concessions friendship may
make to an attractive evil. Harry
Lime in e ird Man is a sophis-
ticated amoralist where the
gunman for hire was amoral with-
out a philosophical alibi and Lime’s
faith to a friend or a lover are dis-
cardable at will.

SMUGGLING bOOZE
He is closest to Gatsby in his mys-
tery, Gatsby as to his origins,
Lime’s as to his supposed death as
well as in our knowing each only
through the eyes of a fascinated
friend. Gatsby may have done evil
things but, if his money came
from rum-running during the
Prohibition, there seems to have
been a widespread American
assumption that smuggling booze
in itself didn’t count as sinful
(unless you thought booze was in
itself sinful and thus required
Prohibition). Smuggling in general
traditionally won moral exemp-
tion, provided it didn’t entail other
crimes such as murder or danger-
ous adulteration of smuggled
products (like Lime’s toxification
of penicillin or, like “wood alcohol”,
said to have blinded its users
during prohibition. But we don’t
know if Gatsby was implicated in
such distribution). Gatsby has
criminal business associates
including corruption of baseball
championships (which seems
vaguely resonant of child seduc-
tion given the infantile spirit of
fans). And he probably sells bonds
illegally but who, in the 1920s,
questioned the morals of the
money market?

e Great Gatsby is the work of
a great historian, however fiction-
alising. Maxwell Perkins, Fitz -
gerald’s publisher, wrote to him on
20 November 1924 about the book
now received by him in typescript:

“You adopted exactly the right
method of telling it, that of
employing a narrator who is more
of a spectator than an actor and
this puts the reader upon a point of
observation on a higher level than
that on which the characters stand
and at a distance that gives per-
spective. In no other way can your
irony have been so immensely
effective, nor the reader have been
enabled so strongly to feel at times
the strangeness of human circum-
stances in a vast heedless universe.”

Ginger, in W. E. Johns’s Another
Job for Biggles, describes the effect
of dope taken involuntarily that he
felt as though one half of his brain
was mad and the other a sort of
spectator. Fitzgerald knew what he
was imbibing from the 1920s, but
similarly split participation and
observation. e irony is funda-
mental. His voice can still be heard
electronically today reciting
Othello’s speech to the Venetian
court in defence of having won the
love of Desdemona. It is a beautiful
voice, musical, tenor, gentle, com-
passionate, poetic, proud in the art
of story-telling which delighted
Desdemona; it is not as military
nor as simplistic as Othello should
be, and is weakened most of all by
its intellect and irony as though he
knows his ultimate fate but will
still hold true to it. All characters
are modelled on their author, how-
ever much also from elsewhere,
and Gatsby no less than Carraway
from Fitzgerald. Luhrmann’s film
would have been greatly enhanced
by use of that voice to appropriate
but not alcoholic visual contextu-
alisation. Fitzgerald’s genius is
basic to his book: his alcoholism is
merely its catastrophic effect, like
Nelson’s eye or arm.

e morality of e Great Gatsby
is crucial. Gatsby has his morality:
all for love. In his way it makes him

There seems
to have been a
widespread
American
assumption
that
smuggling
booze didn’t
count as sinful
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exceptional rather than symbolic
among his easy-money, sensation-
yearning, morality-scorning 1920s’
hedonists. He is a true knight in
quest of his holy grail, but the grail
is now meaningless and its female
incarnation unworthy. He is a self-
creation founded on an obscure
poverty in Minnesota where
Fitzgerald himself came from; the
Jewishness Gatsby discarded was
akin to the Irish Catholicism, aban-
doned (but never fully lost) by
Fitzgerald (originally Fitzgerald
made him a Catholic). ere may
even be a clue to this in the title, for
all of Fitzgerald’s wavering on it.
e Irish Catholicism in Fitzgerald
came not from his father’s but from
his mother’s people. And he
believed his father’s roots were
English as some Fitzgeralds were.
But the supreme Fitzgerald in histo-
ry (until Scott) was the late 15th
Century Earl of Kildare, always
known as “the Great Gerald” (in
Gaelic, Mor): posterity even
affirmed his ghostly presence in the
Curragh of Kildare after the
manner of King Arthur Frederick
Barbarossa and Charlemagne.
Gatsby became the ghost of the
1920s, his greatness fraudulent like
its finance, its fortunes, its follies,
and yet heroic like the fabled hero
and non-ancestral namesake.
Gatsby himself, partly because his
immigrant ancestors had wor-
shipped it, and his Catholicism at
its best towered above it. But the
American Dream is older than the
USA, and its greatest votaries have
never seen America.

ARTISTIC PERFECTION
e Great Gatsby never won the
fame it deserved in Fitzgerald’s
lifetime: it took a second World
War to show its artistic perfection
and its historical value. But it
derived in part from Irish and
Scots legend and literature.
Malcolm Cowley saw that the plot
is from Scott’s Lochinvar, with the
hero snatching his long term
fiancee from the husband she had
picked up en route. Conan Doyle

used the same paternity for the
Sherlock Holmes story “e Noble
Bachelor”, certainly known to
Fitzgerald whose earliest fiction
was modelled on those tales and
on Robert Louis Stevenson.
Carroway and Gatsby were built
on Watson and Holmes, probably
also on David Balfour and Alan
Breck. And even on Jim Hawkins
and Long John Silver. Fitzgerald
played with imaginary Scots as
well as Irish antecedents:
Carroway laughs about his sup-
posed relationship to the Duke of
Buccleuch – the joke being that the
family name of any Buccleuchs
whence they could be descended
was Scott, and e Great Gatsby
certainly has genuine Scots literary
ancestors (and has found a first
class recent Scottish critic in
Scotland’s leading authority on
American literature, Andrew
Hook, who saw comparability with
Burns, the Westerner going East,
hailed by Eastern critics and pan-
jandrums for his natural talent, but
with sufficient patronising to deny
him status reserved for the fin-
ished performer. Hook judged
Fitzgerald as “all too deferential” in
“his regard for the opinions of his
contemporary critics”. Burns and
Fitzgerald were great men above
all in the vernacular (“no voice”
wrote Hook in his first study of
Fitzgerald (1992) “not even that of
Hemingway or Faulkner, speaks
more clearly than Fitzgerald’s”): yet
even they were almost collabora-
tors in their would-be champions’
undervaluing them. Fitzgerald, the
Princeton drop-out from St Paul,
Minnesota, drew rich cultural eth-
ical and intellectual life from great
reservoirs of the Irish Renaissance
and its Catholic periphery such as
G. K. Chesterton, Shane Leslie,
George Bernard Shaw, Compton
Mackenzie, and their English
adversary H. G. Wells, who literally
influenced e Great Gatsby to its
last sentence –

“So we beat on, boats against the
current, borne back ceaselessly
into the past.”

As Irish (or Scottish) a heartcry
as you could ask in answer to
Wells’s last sentence for Tono-
Bungay (1909) –

“We are all things that make and
pass, striving upon a hidden mis-
sion, sent out to the open sea.”

GAMbLER’S PARADISE
Both portray frauds not only of
genius but of genuineness, but
Wells shared the American convic-
tion of progress even if his was a
London rather than an American
Dream, smelled it, tasted it, drank
it, had been nurtured on Irish-
Minnesota worship of a ghetto
God and a local capitalist hero,
James J. Hill (piously invoked by
Gatsby’s father at the close) and
suddenly found a world turned
upside down in a world war break-
ing its promises and soldiers end-
lessly and a Catholicism casting
aside its parochialism as it hun-
gered for new truths and power.
And then the war was over, the
Catholic priest who had reconvert-
ed him was dead, and the old
gospel of honest self-improvement
was cast to the winds as money
streamed from Wall Street in a
wild gambler’s paradise and old
ideals of reform such as abolition
of booze were flushed away in an
orgy of gangster profits.

Fitzgerald, with that terrible eye
for self-analysis as accurate as his
look at his world, chartered his
own downfall and his own despair
in mapping the doom of his times.
It was not a pitiless look. Even as
he recorded in Gatsby and other
writings how the Dream that had
sustained nineteenth century gen-
erations on either side of the
Atlantic was hollow, empty, no
more than a mirage (if that), he
honoured the Dreamers as fully as
he repudiated their exploiters.
“Gatsby”, Carroway tells us in his
book’s first reference to the title
role, “represented everything for
which I have an unaffected scorn”
(“unaffected” a perfect case of his
judgment: most scorn is affected,
primarily used to win allies in

The Great
Gatsby never
won the fame
it deserved in
Fitzgerald’s
lifetime: it
took a second
World War to
show its
artistic
perfection
and its
historical
value
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social advancement). And his last
sight of Gatsby, however unre-
alised as such, is concluded by
Carroway’s call to him:

“‘ey’re a rotten crowd’, I
shouted across the lawn. ‘You’re
worth the whole damn bunch put
together.’”

e whole damn bunch covers
not only Daisy, the false godess for
whom Gatsby has contrived and
risked all, but her odious husband,
perpetually betraying his wife and
moaning about the necessity to
keep himself and his society racial-
ly unpolluted; it also means the
countless guests who drink them-
selves stupid at Gatsby’s parties
without a single thought for him,
then or at his death. It was not
immigrants who endangered
America but the endless freeload-
ers, the something-for-nothing
grabbers, not welfare scroungers
as today’s Tories and today’s
Scottish Labour leaders would
have us believe, but citizens at the
peak of society and at the depth of
the trough. And there was nothing
(and there is nothing) peculiarly
American about them. Parties at

which nobody speaks to the host
who wants to speak to nobody (the
reverse of all that hospitality has
meant down the centuries) can be
found in Trollope’s Dr orne
(1857), written although not set in
Ireland when the country aristoc-
racy and squirearchy go to the
Duke of Omnium’s Castle
Gatherum and drink themselves
stupid without a word to or from
His Grace.

GET-RICh-qUICk
However perfect an American
novel e Great Gatsby may be,
and however difficult some critics
may find American humour (of
which it has plenty), it has every
applicability to ourselves, wherev-
er on the globe we may be. Nor is
it trapped in its time. It is a post-
war novel, very definitely: there is
a clear hint (and nothing more
could be acceptable to them) that
Gatsby and Carroway first came to
like and trust one another by shar-
ing World War One reminis-
cences, and that we are reading a
soldier’s story where no lies are
told of their service, that the free-

loaders and the Tom Buchans
evaded war participation save for
possible profiteering. e USA’s
World War One was briefer than
most other soldiers found it. Yet
the contrast between real and
phoney war, personal service and
personal enrichment, are all too
relevant to World War Two and
beyond, and to any belligerent
country. e get-rich-quick 1920s
have everything to tell us of the
1950s (which first made Gatsby a
popular novel) and the 1980s
(where atcher would have been
paid astronomical sums by Tom
Buchanan and his mates for one of
her booze-barbecued lectures)
and in our own time (where we
showed the same inability to let
the fat years insure us against the
lean which were bound to follow).

But not everything is repeated.
We have no more Scott
Fitzgeralds.

n Owen Dudley Edwards is an
Honorary Fellow in History,
University of Edinburgh,  where he
taught American History from
1968.

The get-rich-
quick 1920s
have
everything to
tell us of the
1950s and the
1980s

A Political Dialogue –
What it means to be human
from the local to the global
This book by Ray Newton is a product of a series of interviews with his close
friend Eric Kohn which deal with campaigning on a number of big issues,
from the local to the global, from the personal to the controversial, all of
which can be summed up in three words – Educate, Agitate and Organise –
arising out of our common concern to defend the Enlightenment values of
reason, secularism and internationalism.

This is a fascinating and thought-provoking book which is a true ‘must read’ for all thinking people
throughout the modern world.

Available through Amazon at £3.46 paperback and £2.00 Kindle.
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Letters

Cuba�revisited
Tim Cloudsley reports (“A Visit to

Cuba”, Perspectives 37, 2013, pp19–
20) that he is “rather interested in

‘failed socialism’ just now, whether in
Cuba or (sic) Colombia or anywhere else”.
This seems to have prompted some prior
reading on pre-revolutionary Cuba.
Unfortunately, both for him and his
readers, he neglected any comparable
study of the evolution of Cuba’s economy
and society over more recent decades.
Hence his disapproval of salient features
of contemporary Cuba is expressed with
no effort to comprehend, let alone
explain, why these are what they are.

He learns, in Havana, from a “female
friend of [his] brother’s” that “El Cubano
tiene resentimientos”, a problem he finds
“exacerbated by the regime deciding
years ago to expand tourism”, now “the
major economic earner”, with “the whole
resentment thing … made yet greater”
by Cuba’s dual convertible and non-
convertible currencies. The latter he
found “very difficult to understand”.

While completely ignored by
Cloudsley, the decade preceding his visit
brought radical change in the island’s
socio-economic structure, some with
important ideological implications. The
tourist sector, though providing
employment for some 100,000 Cubans,
was never the island’s “major economic
earner”, and its net foreign exchange
earnings now amount to less than one-
quarter of those derived from the export
of medical and other professional
services. And access to convertible
currency has progressively widened to
include not only the tens of thousands of
professionals working overseas but also
significant sectors of the agricultural and
industrial workforce engaged in export-
related activities. The recent growth of a
burgeoning private and co-operative
sector in both rural and urban
production and services – which some
“leftists” have criticised as “restoring
capitalism” in Cuba – also created an
expanding social stratum able to secure
scarce consumer goods either by direct
production or, as private participants in

tourist-related activities, by earning
convertible currency. It should be noted,
moreover, that it is established official
policy to abolish the dual currency
system altogether by progressively
increasing both the output and prices of
rationed goods while making more
accessible goods and services currently
priced in convertible pesos.

If all this is absent from Cloudsley’s
account of contemporary Cuba he does
detail a distressing encounter with
Cuba’s provincial police. His explanation

at the reception of an anonymous hotel,
and for reasons he “still cannot
understand why exactly”, he was
assaulted, manhandled and robbed by
what he asserts to have been the hotel’s
security guards. Thereafter, his
understandably confused state having
prompted his Visa card to be swallowed
by a nearby ATM machine, he returned
to the very same hotel – where were
those security guards? – only to find that
he would not be accommodated if he
could not pay for his room.

Fortunately, such experiences for a
tourist in Cuba are as rare as they are
distressing, but for Cloudsley they were
“terrible” and colour his views about
much else. His comments on a
“suffocating” bureaucracy and on
popular discontent at corruption and
inequality are perfectly acceptable but
escalate into florid generalisations about
Cuba’s ruling regime that exactly match
those emanating from right-wing
émigrés in Miami and include a
judgement that “Cuba seems in danger
of degenerating into a North Korea”. To
his proposition that it is all “very different
from generally friendly Colombia or
Peru” one might respond that “friendly
Colombia” – where Cloudsley makes his
home – has a protracted (and truly
terrible) history of murderous social
violence that is unrivalled in Latin
America. But then it all seems to depend
on what one looks for.
Brian Pollitt
Glasgow

n Letters and contributions (which we may edit)
are welcome and should be sent to the editor –
contact details on page 2

is almost impenetrably muddled, but it
seems that while attending a formal
gathering of Poetas del Mundo in
Holguin Province, his financial
confusions included a failure to
appreciate that hard currency payments
“needed to be transferred to a Cuban
state agency”. The outcome was his none
too gentle arrest and questioning by the
police. Never guilty of understatement,
he found this akin to being “grabbed by
the Gestapo” while, yet more lamentably,
some of his fellow poets “did not react to
it as an outrage against justice”. Another
misadventure followed in Havana. While

Cloudsley’s�disapproval�of
salient�features�of
contemporary�Cuba�is�expressed
with�no�effort�to�comprehend,
let�alone�explain,�why�these�are
what�they�are

Organised youth demonstration, Havana
(Photo: Sandy Moffat)
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Tim Haigh

David Cameron, political poster boy for the
hard of thinking, has turned his attention to
the question of Scottish independence. Sir
Balliol Smaug, Cabinet Secretary, finds
the Prime Minister closeted with the

political journals.

Sir Balliol: Good morning, Prime Minister. Ah –
I see you have received your copy of
Perspectives magazine.

Mr Cameron: Do I want to get the gen on what the
jocks are planning? Yes, I do. Am I reading this
fellow David Purdy? Yes, I am. Are there
difficulties in Scotland leaving the union? Yes,
there are.

Sir Balliol: Yes, Prime Minister. We’re not on
television. You don’t have to speak exclusively
in rhetorical questions.

Mr Cameron: It’s a habit, Sir Balliol. Is it hard to
break? Yes, it is.

Sir Balliol: What are the issues that exercise your
concern, sir?

Mr Cameron: Well: if the Bravehearts vote yes and
leave the union, that Trout fellow …

Sir Balliol: Alex Salmond?
Mr Cameron: Him. He thinks that Scotland

automatically remains a part of the European
Union.

Sir Balliol: (Encouragingly) But …
Mr Cameron: But Europe disagrees. Apparently the

Rob Roys would be expected to re-apply as
though they were Turkey or Upper Volta.

Sir Balliol: It’s called Burkina Faso these days, Prime
Minister, and to the best of my knowledge they
haven’t actually applied to join Europe.

Mr Cameron: And … they would either have to
adopt the euro as their currency, which why
would you? or they have to stick with the
pound. And then if at some future date …
(Mr Cameron’s voice drops to a whisper) some
lunatic gave the British people a referendum on
leaving Europe, and … well, you know. Well,
then the haggis-munchers would be left using a
currency that was at odds with their political
affiliation. And it seems that they can refuse to
have proper border posts, complete with razor
wire and machine gun nests at Gretna Green.
Gordon Brown could come and go as he
pleases.

Sir Balliol: Yes, well. We have a possible solution to
all those problems, Prime Minister.

Mr Cameron: Really?

Sir Balliol: Yes. Instead of leaving it to Scotland to
secede from the union, we thought we would do it.

Mr Cameron: Do what? Kick them out, you mean?
Sir Balliol: Not exactly, Prime Minister. We rather

thought we might shoot their fox and secede
ourselves.

Mr Cameron: I don’t follow.
Sir Balliol: (He makes an imperceptible sigh) Instead

of them leaving the union, we leave the union.
Mr Cameron: at’s the same thing, surely.
Sir Balliol: Ah, well now, there you’re wrong, Prime

Minister. Take, for instance, the status of the
seceding nation. If we secede from the union,
according to the lawyers, the residual member
state, in this case Scotland, continues with the
status and privileges, and rather more crucially,
the obligations of membership in Europe.

Mr Cameron: While we would be free?
Sir Balliol: Exactly. Similarly, if we withdraw from

Scotland, they will have no claim to the pound
and will have to establish their own sovereign
currency or adopt the euro. (ere is a short
break in the discussion while the two men
collapse in helpless mirth.)

Mr Cameron: at’s all very well, Sir Balliol. But can
we afford to do this? What about all that
Scottish oil?

Sir Balliol: e preferred term is British oil, Prime
Minister. Calling it Scottish oil makes our
appropriation of it sound a trifle larcenous.

Mr Cameron: Sorry, yes, I forgot. So – what about
“our” oil?

Sir Balliol: e oil is pretty well exhausted, Prime
Minister. Lady atcher used quite a lot of it
paying for her four million unemployed. ere
was the miners’ strike, the Falklands, finding
Mark in the desert, and so on. en there was
her largesse to the red-braces brigade. All told
she squandered about a hundred and fifty
billion, and what there is left is hideously
expensive to get out. On the plus side,
Aberdeen looks nice these days.

Mr Cameron: So there is no energy angle?
Sir Balliol: Ah. Now there you have a point. It

presently turns out that we are sitting on three
trillion cubic feet of shale gas. And we are
rather anxious to avoid sharing that particular
windfall with our Scottish cousins. We don’t
really see why they should benefit from what
we’re calling English fracking.

England�and�Europe:�shooting�the�Scottish�fox
“The preferred

term is British
oil. Calling it
Scottish oil
makes our
appropriation
of it sound a
trifle
larcenous”

Tim is a critic, reviewer and broadcaster. His podcasts
are posted at www.timhaighreadsbooks.com

Continued on page 39 ‡
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The Hat

I’d never taken the slow train
from Glasgow to Dumfries so it
was fortunate that, due to an

injury that prevented me from
driving, I got on the train at
Central Station. What a pleasure it
turned out to be. In the gorgeous
sunshine of a late summer day, or
should that be an early autumn
day, one can never tell now, I
passed through some beautiful
countryside and interesting small
towns. Interesting to me since I’d
never visited them – Auchinleck,
New Cumnock, Kirkconnel and
Sanquar. I used the word
“countryside” but could have used
the more contemporary
“landscape” as all our land has
been landscaped and nothing is
untouched by human activity.
However I did want to distinguish
the two because I was on my way
to give a talk that was part of a
festival of landscape activity. e
EAFS (Environmental Art Festival
Scotland in Dumfries and
Galloway, 30 August –
2 September 2013) was a four-day
festival that included 28 art works
and events spread throughout the
area celebrating the unique
position this part of Scotland has
achieved in relating the arts to its
rural setting. ere are of course
long established well known
works in the area such as “King
and Queen” at Glenkiln by Henry
Moore and “Striding Arches” and
“Millennium Cairn” by Andy
Goldsworthy. e festival

organisers set out to explore
further the role of landscape as a
resource for art. (e list all the
works are available on the EAF
website – environmentalart
festivalscotland.com)

I was met at the station by Matt
Baker, one of the organisers who
took me to see two of the works.
First was Will Levi Marshall and
Donald Urquhart’s “Glimpse” at the
Barony Agricultural College. It was
a 100 metres or more white line
stretching along trees at the side of
a wood that can only be glimpsed as
one drives along a road that brings
the varied heights of white
elements into alignment. It was
compulsive “glimpsing” and
certainly made one wonder. ere
was another element to the work
that wasn’t readily readable. e
paper sheets used for the work had
been painted blue with watercolour
and the intention was that the
colour would disappear through
the action of the weather. e
second work was “Cinema Sark”, a
huge video projection set literally
above and below what has now
become one of the defining
locations as the Independence
Referendum hooves into view now
just a year away – the Scottish
Border. e River Sark is a modest
affair yet it is forever embedded and
embraced in Burns’s great poem
attacking the Scottish nobility:

Now Sark rins o’er the Solway
sands / An’ Tweed rins tae the

ocean / To mark where
England’s province stands – /
Such a Parcel of Rogues in a
Nation.

Four screens were slung from
the underside of the nine lane
M74/M6 bridge as it crosses the
river. Looped films played
continuously with images of road
workmen renewing the expansion
joint right on the line of the
border, of the river and
surrounding landscape. e artist
John Wallace and Royal Society
Wolfson Professor of Soils and
Global Change Pete Smith see the
work as “a study of the place, the
ecosystems of the Sark and the
people who live and work in
them …” e films open with a
harp playing the well-known and
stirring melody that accompanies
Burns’s poem. It was a complex
and powerful work that
demanded attention as well as
being an enjoyable experience.

My talk focussed on the work of
a relatively unknown artist, a
friend of mine, Jamie
McCullough, who died in 1998
aged 53. He created some
stunning and important works in
the areas of landscape, in
environmental practices and in
making links with the sciences
and engineering. In the late 1970s
he created a literally ground
breaking community garden and
adventure playground in the
Paddington area of London. He

Art�and�landscape�in
Dumfries�and�Galloway�

David harding spoke at last autumn’s Environmental Art
Festival Scotland and visited much of the work on show …

The festival
organisers set
out to explore
further the
role of
landscape as
a resource
for art

The Hat is our regular diary column
with a guest writer in each issue
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called it “Meanwhile Gardens”. In
the 1980s he created a magical and
inspiring walk through the forest
of Haldon near Exeter which he
called “Beginner’s Way”. During
the seven years of its existence it
drew around half a million
visitors. In the 1990s he was the
artist-in-residence in the
department of Civil Engineering
at Strathclyde University. is
lasted on and off for five years
during which time he devised new
structures for bridge building
which he described as Load Nets
and on which the university took
out patents. And, among other
things, he worked on the problem
of polluted rivers and streams. He
devised sculptural forms that,
with their movement, broke
through the surface allowing
oxygen to penetrate below.

In the light of this model
collaboration between the arts
and technology it is nothing less
than a tragedy that the Vice
Chancellor of the same university
recently diminished its
involvement with the arts arguing
that he wanted to be like MIT in
the USA. He must be wilfully
ignorant of the fact that at MIT the
arts are not only highly regarded
but are an integral part of the
education of its students.

Too few people in Scotland
venture west of Gretna and east of

Stranraer and yet this vast area is
so rich in history – prehistoric
stones, Whithorn, art works,
Wigton Book Festival, wonderful
landscapes, too much to mention
in fact. It is 100 miles from Gretna
to Stranraer. It is indeed a vast
area of Scotland.

I walked out from under the
Sark road bridge on the east side
and saw the field on which it is
proposed to place the
controversial “Star of Caledonia”.
I’ve been critical of this proposal
and the claims made for it such as
that it is a welcome to Scotland;
that it is a reminder of Scotland’s
power of invention; that it
captures the magnetic pull of
Scotland. To quote from the
promotional literature:

“e Star of Caledonia is a
Welcome; its kinetic form and
light paths a constant trace of
Scotland’s power of invention.”

“e Star was born out of an
idea … to capture the powerful
energy, scientific heritage and
magnetic pull of Scotland.”

My own response to the
proposed work is that it is an
objectionable “wha’s like us” to
visitors crossing the border and
for all that it might very well be an
interesting light work it reminds
one of something that fairgrounds
do just as well. As with
fairgrounds it will best be seen at

night time. e cost is enormous
at £4 million and Creative
Scotland has already committed
£1 million to it. is is no “Angel
of the North”, something we could
be proud of, and I have to ask who
is this for. After my visit to Gretna
Gateway, with its tourist coaches
filling the car park there, it would
do very well out of it. Marking the
border crossings from England
into Scotland is not a new idea.
Many years ago the Scottish
Sculpture Trust put forward a
proposal for just such a marker at
Gretna. But this was very much a
work that fitted into the landscape
and while being discreet was
nevertheless striking.

Dumfries and Burns of course
are inseparable and my talk took
place in the Robert Burns Centre.
Chris Fremantle chaired the
discussion panel which included
Professor Mike Bonaventura of
the Crichton Carbon Centre, Ted
Leeming, Joan MacAlpine MSP
and Donald Urquhart. ey
brought their own thoughts to the
discussion from their own
disciplines and experience. After
it all, a few drinks in Burns’s local
howf, e Globe, meant that, as
well as the poet’s very own chair
residing in the shrine room, his
spirit too and engagement with
the land hung over the friendly
chatter.

This is no
“Angel of the
North”,
something we
could be
proud of, and I
have to ask
who is this for

Mr Cameron: Good point. But I just thought of a
snag. What about defence? We have all those
nuclear submarines up in Scotland.

Sir Balliol: By happy chance I am privy to Mr
Hammond’s plans for the disposition of our
somewhat reduced nuclear fleet, Prime
Minister. Even without the sundering of the
union, arrangements are underway to
relocate it to England. The fleet will be
established in Weybridge. The Defence
Secretary feels his constituency could use
the jobs.

Mr Cameron: What about the boats?

Sir Balliol: Frencham Ponds, Prime Minister. I used
the word “reduced” advisedly.

Mr Cameron: is is all very well, Sir Balliol, but
we’re too late; we’ve given the bagpipe-
botherers a referendum. In less than a year they
get to vote on independence and there isn’t
time to get in ahead of them.

Sir Balliol: Yes, well, we’ve thought of that too, Prime
Minister, and we think we’ve got a solution. We
let the referendum go forward, although we
impose on it a slightly different question, and
most importantly of all …

Mr Cameron: Yes?
Sir Balliol: We let the English vote too.
Mr Cameron: Oh, now that is clever. Are you an

Oxford man or Cambridge?
Sir Balliol: Edinburgh, Prime Minister.

›Continued from page 37
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